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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
At the present tizi£ the accepted method of transient stability 
analysis is time solutions of the rotor angles of the synchronous 
machines. The machines closest to the fault are mathematically 
modelled in greater detail while those far removed are modelled 
classically. Sometimes it is possible to combine two or more machines 
into a single machine without affecting the accuracy of the study. 
Machines that fall into this category are called "coherent". This 
term is defined as signifying a group of generating units the rotors 
of which are moving with approximately the same mode of oscillation. 
The single equivalent machine that results from combining these 
coherent generators is defined as a dynamic equivalent. This dynamic 
equivalent is connected to a bus which is common to the network con­
necting the terminal buses of all the coherent machines. 
The need for accurate stability analysis has required the simu­
lation of synchronous machines by more complex mathematical models, 
and has prompted the use of increasingly complex computer programs 
for solution. For a typical power network in North America the cost 
of running such programs can be quite high, creating an incentive to 
investigate methods or cutting cost by simplifying the analysis 
without degrading the results. One of the most effective means is to 
reduce the size of the network by combining coherent generators, 
located far from the disturbance, into a smaller number of equivalent 
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generators. Great savings in computer time is realized if the correct 
dynamic equivalents can be formed quickly and efficiently. 
A power system has numerous modes of oscillation which can be 
broken down into two broad categories. The first category corresponds 
to the inertial modes, so called because of their high dependence upon 
the inertia of the rotors. The remaining modes are introduced by the 
control equipment and are affected mainly by their gains and time 
constants. Therefore, the different sets of modes are affected pri­
marily by two different sets of parameters. Removal of modes from 
both groups will result from combining machines. when a group of 
inertially coherent machines are combined, the inertial modes that are 
eliminated will have little effect on the accuracy of a transient 
stability study. However, the extent to which accuracy can be affected 
by control mode elimination is an area of continuing interest. 
B. Objectives 
The first objective of this research is Lu develop a linearized 
model of a multitnachins power system •vhich will provide the information 
necessary LO assess the amount and type of interaction between the 
machines. 
The second objective will be to use the results from this model 
to separate the inertial modes of oscillation from the exciter modes. 
Once accomplished, this will allow study of the inertial and exciter 
effects as independent subsystems. Analysis of the inertial subsystem 
will then at:eû.pt to provide e means ef establishing inertial coherency 
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without resorting to either time studies or eigenvector analysis. 
The exciter subsystem will be studied for more effective ways of 
combining the exciters on inertially coherent machines. Modal 
analysis and reduction will both be used in this regard. 
C. Scope 
The model just described will be derived in full mathematical 
detail. The results will then be applied to a four generator test 
system. Inertial coherency will be determined and tested by modal 
analysis. A number of cases will be examined for use in developing 
a systematic method of accurately reducing widely different exciters 
into an equivalent. These results will also be tested by modal 
analysis. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Early Methods 
The coherency of synchronous generators has long been of 
interest in power system transient stability analysis. Prior to 
1940, the customary practice involved circuit reduction by means of 
star-mesh conversions and parallel combinations of elements eliminating 
all nodes except machine terminals. Then, if some of the machines 
are in the same plant or if the impedance between them is small and 
they are remote from the fault location, they were assumed to swing 
together and combined into a single equivalent generator. 
In these early transient stability studies the synchronous 
generators were all represented classically, i.e., by a constant 
voltage behind transient reactance. If it was decided to combine two 
or more they would be bussed together at their terminals with the 
equivalent machine given the total inertia and a transient reactance 
found by paralleling transient reactances of tne original machines. 
Each machine was then represented by a second order differential equa-
cion. Loads were either treated as synchronous motors or as constant 
impedances to ground. This approach is still useful today for 
Eransienc stability studies of small isolated systems. 
The advent of the network, analyzer answered a great need since 
power systems had grown and had become interconnected to the point 
where hand computation was no longer feasible. It was found» however, 
U À i O L. C V CL W CL O  ^^ ^   ^LU ^  O A. CI W ^  V S— O V  ^  ^w O te C»  ^^ J  ^
boards. 
1. The distribution factors of the J. B. Ward era (1949) 
In 1949,J. B. Ward wrote a paper (1) that succinctly summarized 
the prevailing attitudes toward equivalencing of both passive and 
active networks. The main thrust of his work was to replace a fixed 
portion of a network with an equivalent capable of reproducing tie-
line flows between the reduced and detailed sections. Recognizing that 
the reduced section is an exact equivalent only under the operating 
conditions from which it is derived requires that judgement be used 
in applying the equivalent when major changes are made in the detailed 
section. 
The equivalents which Ward derived were rigorous applications 
of Thevenin's and Norton's theorems. However, he notes that some 
degree of accuracy and rigor can usually be sacrificed in favor of 
flexibility and simplicity. Many equivalents of that era were 
developed by cut and try methods at the network analyzer board. The 
main problem is to determine the proper "distribution factors" by 
which generation and load from eliminated nodes are spread to trie 
remaining nodes. 
ward recognized chat what he had developed was basically a load-
flow equivalent and that special circumstances must be considered 
when developing a stability equivalent. The elimination of nodes is 
net so straightforward in this case since loads cannot always be 
treated as constant impedances and machines with radically different 
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2. The technique of Brown and Cloues (1955) 
In 1955,Brown and Cloues presented a paper (2) which combined the 
load-flow equivalent with what was then a commonly used stability 
equivalent. The stability equivalent was obtained by connecting the 
generators to the same bus with their transient reactances in parallel. 
A major disadvantage of this equivalent was that it required that a 
single vector voltage be used for the resultant combined generation. 
Consequently, this equivalent would not give an accurate load-flow. 
Essentially, the Brown and Cloues method adjusted the impedances, net 
loading, and generation within the equivalenced area to produce the 
proper phase angle relationship at all points where the equivalent 
network connected to the detailed network. Therefore, their stability 
equivalent was also an accurate load-flow equivalent. 
B. Modem Methods with the Advent of 
the Digital Computer 
Since 1955,tha advent of the large computer has had a pro­
nounced effect on stability studies and the formation of equivalents. 
In 1957 Hale and Ward (3) devised a digital computer technique for 
power system reduction by the elimination of passive nodes. Brown 
et al, (4) did extensive testing of dynamic equivalents in 1969. The 
result was a computer program to calculate Ward-type distribution 
factors for the allocation of generation, inertia, and loads among the 
retained nodes. 
The network analyzer boards, which modelled generators as a 
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constant voltage behind a reactance, have all given way to the large 
digital programs which can represent the generator in much more detail 
and include exciter effects. Whereas the classical model used a 
second order differential equation to model the generator it became 
possible, by use of the digital computer, to represent the generator 
by a much higher order mathematical model. The classical model pro­
duces the inertial modes of oscillation of the generators in the 
system. The frequencies of oscillation are determined by the inertia 
of the rotors and the network characteristics. By raising the order 
of generator modelling, new modes are introduced. These new modes 
superimpose upon the inertial modes and can influence the stability 
of the machine. 
1. Empirical approach 
Present day practice for the formation of stability equivalents 
has split into several approaches. The first approach (5-7) is some­
what empirical and, because of its '• low cost and ease of implementa­
tion, is certainly the most popular. This approach involves using 
high ordered generator models only in the immediate vicinity of the 
area to be faulted. Generators further from the study area are 
modelled with fewer equations and, finally, generators far removed 
are modelled classically. Several cases are tnen run with faulzs 
placed in the study area and the swing curves, i.e,^ the rotor angle 
versus time solutions,are calculated by use of the digital computer. 
These swing curves are then analyzed to find groups of classically 
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modelled generators which swing together. Once these groups are 
determined,the individual machines within a group are combined into 
one equivalent machine by bussing them together at their terminals 
and by using the sum of their inertias for the equivalent. 
The network connecting the equivalent generators to the study area 
can then be reduced by Kron reduction to minimize the number of nodes 
outside the study area. Judgement and the use of phase shifting 
transformers are usually required before the equivalents will produce 
the same line flows in the study area. Once this has been accomplished, 
a substantial savings in computer time can be realized. Perhaps the 
best presentation of this technique is to be found in the 1975 EPRI 
Report 904 (5) which can be found in condensed form in reference 6. 
A further refinement on this approach is treated in reference 7 
where the swing curves of the transient are obtained from a simplified, 
linearized representation of the system. Here, coherency is determined 
by a clustering algorithm which sorts the swing curves. In this ap­
proach the following important assumptions are mace: 
1. Generacor coherency is independent cf the size cf the 
disturbance and hence a linearized system model can be used. 
2. Generator coherency is independent of model complexity and 
therefore the classical model is an adequate representation 
of the generator. 
3. By pulsing che mechanical powers of the generators and using 
the unfaulted network, swing curves can be obtained which 
reproduce the effects cf a fault. 
These assumptions are empirical and are based on observation. It is 
important to note that assumption 2 refers to the determination of the 
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inertial coherency of machines. It assumes that inertially coherent 
generators have somewhat similar exciters. Indeed, the authors of 
reference 7 recommend that inertially coherent machines with radically 
different exciters not be combined. 
The techniques just described represent the most practical and 
commonly used equivalencing methods available today. They are effective 
and can be used in conjunction with conventional transient stability 
programs. Enough computer program software has been developed for 
these approaches so that the need for engineering judgement on the part 
of the user has been effectively reduced. 
2. Modal elimination 
Modal analysis (8-12) has provided another important approach to 
dynamic equivalencing. This involves determining the fundamental 
independent frequencies of oscillation present in a system. The rela­
tive importance of each of these frequencies to a time solution can be 
ricrpi-mineo by examining their damping and the machines to which they 
are most closely associated-
An important historical paper (13) was presented by C. A. Desoer 
in 1960 on mode development in linear time invariant circuits. This 
was followed in 1966 by the research done by E. J. Davison (14) on 
reducing the number of simultaneous differencial equations required 
for solution while still retaining the dominant eigenvalues. The first 
application of this approach to power systems was done by Undrill and 
Turner (15) and Undrill et al. (16) in 1971. Through modal analysis 
they developed what are called dynamic electromechanical equivalents. 
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This approach offered a thorough and effective way of eliminating the 
least important modes while insuring that the dominant modes remain 
largely intact in the final solution. 
The work on modal analysis has demonstrated the effectiveness of 
dynamic equivalents. Ivhen a system is reduced some information is 
always lost and modal reduction insures that this information is the 
least vital to the final time solution. 
On the other hand, the dynamic equivalents produced in this 
fashion often bear little resemblance to any standard model for a 
synchronous generator. This severiy limits their use in the transient 
stability programs normally available. Another drawback of the modal 
approach lies in the excessive amount of computer time necessary to 
compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. An attempt to reduce this 
cost has resulted in extensive statistical programs which analyze 
swing curves in order to estimate the dominant modes. The work of 
C. E. Grund (17) and others (18-20) illustrate these attempts. 
Research etîorts nave concinued cu make the modal dynamic cquivs-
leni: applicable to transient stability studies. The most successful 
work to date has been the joint effort (21) of A, J- Cermond and 
R. Pcdmore. Other prominent researchers who hava made contributions to 
this area are Van Ness et al. (22), Schluetsr and Ahn (23), and Schlueter 
et al. (24). However, much is still to be done in this regard and 
investigations are continuing. 
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3. Singular perturbation techniques 
Developing dynamic equivalents through the use of singular perturba­
tion techniques is receiving attention in the current literature. 
Excellent introductory texts on the mathematics involved are shown in 
references 25, 26, and 27. Several papers (28-31) are concerned with 
methods of detecting and separating out high frequency modes that can 
be analyzed separately from the rest of the system. This saves much 
computer time in that numerically stiff systems are avoided and 
sophisticated integrating routines are not needed. The main difficulty 
encountered is the need for engineering judgement and "a priori" knowl­
edge of the system. Since a successful application of singular perturba­
tion technique results in a considerable reduction in the order of the 
system, ongoing efforts are attempting to find a practical means of 
implementation. A good example of this type of approach is provided 
by the work of M. A. ?ai and Adgaonkar (32). 
C. Connection of this Dissertation to 
Earlier Research 
The work reported upon in this dissertation has its foundation 
in the work of many other researchers. The original Keffron-Phillips 
model (33) developed a linearized model of the inertial and field 
effects of a synchronous generator connected to an infinies bus. 
Great insight into the interrelationships among the generator vari­
ables, and their effect on the excitation system performance, was 
gained in the remarkable work (34) of 7. P. DeMello and C. Concordia. 
12 
This model was further developed by C. D. Vournas and R. J. Fleming 
(35-36) to include multimachine plants where the generators are con­
nected through a reactance to a common bus. They used this model 
particularly to design a multivariable excitation stabilizer that takes 
into account the intermachine oscillations. In the work of F. P. 
deMello and T. F. Laskowski (37) this model was used to examine the 
effects on loading on generator dynamic stability. 
In this dissertation the same linearized model is further ex­
panded for use in a power system containing an arbitrary number of 
generators, and a general network configuration complete with network 
resistances. The model thus developed is used to derive special sets 
of coefficients that determine the various modes of oscillation. Some 
of these coefficients are primarily responsible for the inertial 
modes. Others determine the modes introduced by the excitation systems. 
In addition, the degree of interaction among these modes is determined. 
Finally, the results obtained are used to suggest an empirical 
method of forming dynamic equivalents along conventional lines. 
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III. NETWORK AND GENERATOR MODELLING 
The extent and complexity of the mathematical model used to 
simulate the power systems dynamic behavior is the first consideration 
when undertaking stability investigations. The model must be accurate 
enough to give useful results and yet as simple as possible in order 
to save engineering and computer time. The boundary between the 
"useful results" criterion and the "simple model" criterion is not fixed 
and inevitably involves trade-offs depending upon the specific case. 
Indeed, the whole concept of coherency is to simplify the mathematical 
model while still retaining useful results. 
A. Network Model 
1. Passive bilateral circuits and loads 
For the purposes of this research it was decided to model the 
network as being composed of passive bilateral circuits and loads. 
inxs xs essenciai. ror cut; vi i-cv-n-icCiOn. n^^wcr^ 
medal is comzonly used in stability progra^^ today. Since the loads 
to be included in the network reduction are far removed from the 
disturbance, they are adequately represented by constant impedance. 
The elimination of all circuit nodes, except the internal 
generator nodes, is undertaken in this research. These nodes have zero 
injection current since the loads are represented by constant im­
pedance. Therefore, they can be eliminated by matrix reduction as 
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shown below. 
The vector of node currents _! is related to the vector of node 
voltages 2 by 
I = Y V (3.1) 
where Y is the short circuit admittance matrix of the network. If n 
is the number of generators in the system, the _! matrix can be 
partitioned as 
n 
(3,2) 
Partitioning the V and Y_ matrix in the same fashion yields 
0 
r 
nn 
rn 
nr 
Y 
rr 
V 
n 
V 
r 
(3.3) 
The subscript n stands for the number of internal generator nodes 
while the subscript r stands for all other nodes. Separating 
Equation 3.3 along the oartition lines and expanding results in 
i = 1 » -r 1 V 
n rjn rs riT i 
n = V V 4- V V 
~rn n "rr r 
-r\m M m 11 a i" 1 
(3.4) 
3.4 removes all nodes but the internal 
iCiiCl ci cO i. citiva -i-dci v Ocj 
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-Y Y 
-1-
Y )V (3.5) 
nn nr rr rn n 
The new reduced Y matrix is (Y - Y Y -1— Y ) with n X n dimensions, 
rn nn nr rr 
B, One-Axis Generator Model 
1. Characteristics 
The one-axis model (see Section 4.15 of reference 38) of a 
are included. The axis in question is the d axis, obtained from 
Park's transformation. The field circuit lies on this axis and strong 
affects the transient behavior of the generator. In this model, 
the subtransient (amortisseur) effects are neglected; all trans­
former-type voltages are set equal to zero; while speed voltages are 
computed with the simplifying assumption that the angular speed 
is constant and is equal to the rated speed, i.e., co = . Figure 
3.1 shows a block diagram of the one-axis model. 
2. Equations 
The following equations form the mathematical basis for the 
one-axis model. The notation and symbols used here and throughout 
this dissertation are from reference 38 and Appendix A. 
ly. For a given machine the terminal voltage, V_, and the terminal 
current; T . can be defined as 
synchronous generator is the simplest in which the transient effects 
A = X = 0 
d q 
a ' 
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1 
1 + T^dO S —; 7 ^ S 
CJ 
Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the one-axis model 
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where 
V = v//3 Vj=v,//3 
a a d d 
"q = iq/'J "d -d' 
and V, and v are the d and q axes voltages, while i, and i are d q d q 
the d and q axes currents. Noting that x^ and x^ are the d and q 
axes reactances, 
= ij//3 (3.7) 
Vj = -X I V = E' + x'l, 
d q q q q d d 
\ = \a - Va = E + (3.P,) 
:,a - - (Xq-%A)Id "e ' 
wnere: 
E' is the stator per unit EMF proportional to the main winding 
flux linking the stator 
xl is the d axis transient reactance 
E__ is a q axis per unit voltage which, under steady state 
conditions with no saturation, can represent a synchronous 
machine as a voltage behind the q axis reactance 
T_ is the per unit electrical torque output of the machine 
The differential equations involved are 
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where : 
is the d axis transient open circuit time constant 
is the per unit stator EMF proportional to the field voltage 
H is the generator inertia constant in seconds 
Wg is the rated synchronous rotor speed in r/s 
D is a damp'ing constant 
is the per unit mechanical torque input of the machine 
(Note that time is measured in seconds). 
C. Linearized One-Axis Generator 
Model 
1. Description 
The linearization is accomplished using first order approxima­
tions for the model equations, and consequently is valid only for 
small perturbations about a quiescent operating point. The resulting 
equations are linear in the system variables, with coefficients made 
up cf system parameters and quiescent operating cognitions (considered 
as constant). 
2. Equations 
The following linearized equations consist of constants and 
incremental variables. However, for convenience, the customary A 
prefix to the incremental variables has been omitted. Those constants 
with a zero subscript stand for the initial value of a variable before 
linearization. The linearized equations for the one-axis model 
are 
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V, = -X I 
d q q 
V = E' + x'l, 
q q d d 
Ia"a0' = + IqCIqo) \<\0> = 'd<'dO> + 
E' . E + \a = :q - (%cr*d):d (3.11) 
Te = Sqa(Iqo) + IqC^qao) = ^qa " ^q^a 
Tdcfq = -2 + EpD 2^% +.J)5 = _T 
D. Linearized Exciter 
Model 
Exciter modelling can cover a vide range of complexity (38). 
The purpose of this research was best served with a model consisting 
of the regulator gain, KA, and the exciter time constant, TA. The 
block diagram for the linearized exciter model is shown in Figure 3.2. 
V. i 
Tn 
figure 3.2. Block diagram of the linearized exciter model 
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The equation for this model is 
(TWÉpB - - "^FD 
where 
is the reference voltage. 
R&r 
From Equations 3.11 and 3.12 we note that the complete generator-
exciter model can be represented by four first order differential 
equations. 
IV. EXTENSION OF THE "HEFFRON-PHILLIPS" MODEL TO 
A MULTIMACHINE SYSTEM 
A. Purpose and Application 
In this chapter the Heffron-Phillips model is extended so that 
it can be applied to a general multimachine system. This will allow 
analysis and quantification of intermachine relationships and 
oscillations with a view toward establishing a criterion for coherency. 
The Heffron-Phillips model consists of one generator against an 
infinite bus, with the linearized one-axis model used for the generator 
(33,34). It provides a highly useful means of analyzing the inter­
action between the torque angle loop, the exciter, and the stator cir­
cuits. In the past, it has been used to advantage to analyze generator 
response to different exciters and power system stabilizers. Appendix 
A gives a circuit diagram, and a Fortran program for evaluating the 
parameters of the Heffron-Phillips model. 
In 1978 Vournas and Fleming (35,36) extended the Heffron-Phillips 
model to multimachine plants. This made possible detailed analysis of 
intermachine oscillations and the design of a multivariable stabilizer 
which takes into account the multimachine nature of the plant. 
In addition to the assumptions in Chapter III for the one-axis 
model, the following are added: 
1. All generators are represented as variable voltages behind 
quadrature axis reactances. 
2. Salient pole generators (x^ = x^) are assumed. 
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3. Saturation effects and armature resistances are not 
included. 
4. The linearization of the equations will reflect the effects 
of nonlinearities as the actual operating point is changed. 
2. Insight into internal coupling between machines 
The extended Heffron-Phillips model will have the same type of 
format as the original. Where the original model defines constants 
K -K^, the extended model will use matrices of constants K1-K9 and 
1 6 
R1-R3. These matrices will then be combined into the M1-M6 matrices 
which will be analogous to the constants of the original model. 
The coefficients of the M-matrices relate the variables of the ith 
machine to all variables. 
B. System Equivalent from the Terminals 
of a Single Generator 
The first step in deriving the extended model is to develop the 
Thevenin equivalent for the system as seen by each generator. Repre­
senting eacn geiiercinjt uv xus vOj-cagc u 
qa 
svstem are ziven DY 
i  ^ 1  1  
I I 
•il 
i  I  i *nl 
Y 
li 
XI 
n] 
Y, 
qai 
in I qai ' 
I qanJ 
The Thevenin impedance for machine i seen looking into the system with 
all other sources shorted to ground, i.e. 
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^ei - \i + (4.2) 
is the reciprocal of the driving point admittance. The Thevenin 
voltage is found by opening the circuit at node i for generator i and 
calculating the resulting voltage with respect to the reference node. 
Each of the remaining generators contribute to this voltage and the 
weighting factors can be determined from Equation 4.1, by setting 
the injection current I. equal to zero and solving row i for E 3. qai 
The Thevenin equivalent voltage thus obtained is given by 
n _ 
=THEV(i)= .-.(-Y^T)=qak (4.3) 
k=l 11 ^ 
These results are schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1. An 
alternate representation, in which x is removed from Z . and dis-q ei 
played separately, is shown in Figure 4.2. 
C. Derivation of the "K" and "R" 
oon.5 usn uS 
Using the circuit shown in Figure 4.2 and solving for the q and 
d axis currents for generator i yields 
^qi " 7,%) + % aik^qak 
* k=l k=l 
k#i k^^ (4 4) 
n n 
i^, ^ik^qak cos ^^i) ^ik-aak ^ik^ (4.5) 
k=l ^ - k=l 
kri k#i 
24 
aa 1 THEV i l  
igure 4.1. The Thevenin equivalent circuit at any generator 
bus i 
Figure 4.2. The Thevenin equivalent circuit at any generator 
bus i with the reactance ix retained 
- q 
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where 
A. — 2 B — 2 
^ R . + X .(X .-X .+x'.) R . 4 X .(X .-X .4%'.) 
ei ei ei qi di ei ei ei qi di 
• E^+x"(X.-. .+x' ) ° ° 
ei ex ei qi di 
^ik = ^ik ' ®ik-®ii"^ikO 
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These current equations are then linearized. Note that the incre­
mental A prefixes to the variables have been omitted for con­
venience 
= h%i - J/ik=lk%akO=lik + J^^ak^k<=2ik (4'S) 
k^i k.fi 
^di " ""^i^qi ^'^ik^ik^qakO^^ik ,^qak^ik^^ik 
kfi kfi 
where 
CI., = A. sir. Y., . cos y . , = 5. siu v.. - n. cos Y 
ik 1 ik 1 lie IK 1 lit J. 
G3.^ = C. sin + A, cos y.^ 64.% = C. cos y.^ - A. sin y.% 
The linearized current equations are now subscicuLed into the 
linearized one-axis model equations from Chapter III. With the 
current variables eliminated,the results for a multimachine system 
are placed in matrix form. These matrix equations are shown below 
in both the general form and in the expanded form for a three machine 
svscem. 
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û = ajg(^) ^ (VT^) - m )  ço (4.8) 
For a three machine system 
CJ 
w. 
B 
2H, 0 0 
2H. 
I I I 
ÙJ, 0 0 2K 3-1 
"ml ^ 
0 Tm2 0 
ei 
0 0 T 
mS 
! 1 n n 
0 0 
i t 
0 0 T 
e3 
_J 
0 2H2 0 
D. 
2H, to. 
,-l 
E2 = (TjnK3) (K3 Ern " K3 K4 5 + K3 K9 E - E') g au— — f D — aa a (4.9) 
For a three machine system 
1 
— — 
E', 
qi 
Ê' „ 
q2 l I r ^^22^ù02 
i "03 i 
L "J 
1 0 
|K3ll 
K3^^ 0 0 
0 K322 0 
1 t I I I î 
} I I 
'FDl 
'FD2 
K3^^T\n. ill 
ne. 
V U ! I rv4_ , iv4_ „ 
i I I ±i J.Z 
! i I n 0 K3^J I "_ 1 
•^•^i j ~^D3 i J l j 
N 
" ""22 
0 0 
I Xà TT/. V/. 
: 21 ^"22 ^^23 ,l"2| 
K3_JIK4.. K4^^ K4^^||ô^ 
J ! J-L OZ _J_> il J I 
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+ 
K3ii 0 
0 K3-. 
0 
0 
0 0 K3. 
K9.. 
zj. 
K9l2 K9l3 
0 
K9_, 0 
J J. JZ 
-qal 
4ci^ 
1 I 
^ql 
Elo 
H"-
3 
T = K1 6 + K2 E' + K8 E 
_e — _g_ — _ga_ 
(4.10) 
For a three machine s y s t e n  
T 
el 
T „ 
e2 
T ^ 
e3 
Kill Kll2 Kll3 
KI21 KI22 Klgg 
Si ^32 ^33 
^1 
K2,, 0 0 
XX 
0 K222 0 E' 
0 0 K2 33 
q2 
^q3 
+ 
0 K8J2KS^3 
K821 0 K823 
"'aal 
I &a22 u ;; 
L 
qa2 
J L'•"!] 
V = K5 Ô + K5 E' + K7 E 
t — _a_ — qa 
I'+.-Li; 
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For a three machine system 
V 
tl 
V 
I 1 
V 
t3 
K5ii K5^2 K5i3 
^21 ^22 ^23 
^31 ^32 ^33 
5 ,  
1  
•So + 
2 
1  
_ 1. 
+ 
0 K7i2 K?!, 
K721 0 K?,, 
K731 KTgg 0 
qal 
! I 
^qa2 
"qaS 
K611 0 0 
0 K622 0 
0 0 K6 33 
®q2 
! 
^q3 
R1 E = R2 Ô + R3 E' 
— _£a — _£ 
(4.12) 
For a three machine system 
1 
R1 
^12 ^13 
21 
Rl^-
"23 
qal 
aa2 
R2^1 R2^2 R2i3 
*^21 ^22 ^23 
R2_T R2__ R2 32 '^33 "3 
Faju, 0 
I J.X 
:,1 0 iiE:, ! 
y 
+ I u «^22 " 
"qZ 
L_° 0 *-3^i!q3j 
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Therefore, the "K" and "R" constants have the following physical sig­
nificance: They relate the changes in the electrical quantities of 
the ith generator to each of the variables of the kth generator, 
while maintaining all other variables constant. The following 
definitions provide physical insight into the meaning of the 
constants. 
AT . 
Kl,-v ~ — The ith generator synchronizing coefficient 
""k due to generator k. 
AT . 
K2ii = — The change in electrical torque in generator i 
due to a change in the field flux linkages 
in generator i. 
K3.. = [1 + C.(x, .-x' )] ^  Impedance factor 
11 1 di di 
-1 
X4ik = ^2— ' The demagnetizing effect on generator i due to 
ii k a change in the kth generator angle. 
AVti 
K5_.,. = —— The change in terminal voltage of generator i 
due to a change in rotor angle for generator k. 
K6ii = .g, The change in terminal voltage of generator i 
^qi due to a change in the field flux linkages of 
AV 
ik ÂË 
Ik. ut 
RRO-N O A T*T* 1 
K7^,^ = me change in terminal voltage of generator i 
qak due to a. change in E of generator k. 
ATEI 
KS.- - — The change in electrical tcrqu; 
qaK i due to a change in S of generator k. 
qa 
The change in E' in generator i due to a chanj 
11 qaK in r. ^ in generator k. 
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AE 
RI., = - • ^ The change in in generator i due to a 
^ qak change in E in generator k. 
AE . 
aai 
ATT 
qa 
. The change in Eng in generator i due to a 
^ k change in 6 in generator k. 
R3. . = • The change in E^ in generator i due to a 
qi change in the field flux linkages in 
generator i. 
The formulas for the calculation of these constants are as 
follows : 
i#k Kl^.^ ^ik^qako'-^aio^^ik ^qiO^^qi (^-13) 
n 
Kl. . - - s Kl., (4.14) 
11 k-l 
kfi 
ifk K2,,, = 0 
K2ii + [1 + ^di^^^qiO 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
ifk K3., = 0 (4.17) 
K3.. 
XI 
= [1 ^  r C . (x , -x'_. ) ] 
1 Cia. u J. 
(4.18) 
i^k KA.^ = a,kScak0(=di-Xdi)G3ik (4.19) 
K4.. = - Z K4. 
.k 
(4.20) 
kT^i 
31 
i''" «ik - [ VdlO^ ik * ''âlVo^ ikl (4-21) 
n 
K5. . = - E K5., (4.22) 
" k-l 
kfi 
ifk = 0 (4.23) 
«=^11 - <V^> (^iO-^t'diO^ - %diVqioCi) W.24) 
K^ik - <V^> (''di^iO^xk - ^ .i^diO^^ik' (4-25) 
K7.. = 0 (4.25) 
11 
KSlk ' ^IktViO-'ik - Iqi0(%ql-%Al)G4ik: 
KS.. = 0 (4.28) 
11 
ifk K9.k = aik(Xd.-%^i)G4.k (4.29) 
vQ = n (4.30) 
r.- _ _ .'— — : \n/. c Ù. ?1 \ 
"^-ik - *lk'"qi-"di'""ik 
R1.. = 1 (4.32) 
—  /  F V - ^  » N  /  /  O  O  \  
R2..— — ZR.2., (4.34/ 
k=l 
k?^i 
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i#k R3. =0 (4.35) 
ik 
R3.. = 1 + C.(x (4.36) 
11 1 qi di 
D. Derivation of the "M" 
Coefficients 
Using Equation 4.12, the variable can be elimi­
nated from the matrix Equations 4.9-4.11. This leaves the internal 
voltage E^ to represent the EMF of the machines and allows the 
merging of K7-K9 and R1-R3 with K1-K6 to form the M1-M6 matrices. 
The system equations thus formed are 
T = Ml 6 + M2 E' (4.37) 
_i — _a 
È' = T"^ E^^ - T~^ N4 6 + T~^ M3 E' (4.38) 
q d ED d d — _g_ 
V = M5 Ô + M6 E' (4.39) 
t q 
wnera 
2d = [^doi ' - ' ^dOn' <4.40) 
Ml = K1 + K8 Rl~" R2 (4.41) 
M2 = K2 + KB R1 ^  R3 (4.42) 
M3 = -K3 ^ + K9 Rl"^ R3 (4.43) 
^ ^  ^  Rl~^ ^  (4.44) 
M5 = K5 + K7 Rl~^ R2 (4.45) 
M6 = K6 + K7 Rl~~ R3 (4.45) 
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Examining Equations 4.37-4.39 we note the similarity between the 
"M" coefficients developed here and the K^-K^ constants of the 
original Heffron-Phillips model. The "M" coefficients are there­
fore in the desired form. Their physical interpretation is given 
below. 
AT . 
Ml^^ = — The synchronizing coefficient of machine i 
k due to machine k with j=l,n and 
6., j=l,n, jfk held constant. Note the j 
similarity to the power synchronizing 
coefficients in Appendix B. 
AT 
= ^^*7" The change in electrical torque in machine 
qk i caused by change in the field flux 
linkage of machine k. 
AÊ', 
M3^j, = The magnetizing effect on the ith machine 
qk due to a change in the kth machine field 
AE' 
flux linkages. 
M4^^ = Âô^ The demagnitizing effect on machine i due 
k to a change in the angle of the kth 
machine. 
AV^i 
M5_.-, = —— The change in terminal voltage of machine i 
"^k due to a change in the angle of the kth 
machine. 
AV . 
Mô_.^ = ~ The change in terminal voltage of machine i 
""qk due to a change in the field flux linkages 
of thft kth machine. 
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E. System Block Diagram 
When the excitation system is not represented, Equations 4.37, 
4.38, and 4.8 describe the entire system in state space form. With 
n defined as the number of machines the state vector is defined as 
X = [6 to E']^ (3nxl) (4.47) 
luation is defined as 
X = A X (4.48) 
where 
A = 
-m T ^ Ml 
B n — 
.-1 
M4 
n 
-1 
-T D 
n — 
m 
(4.49) 
and 
= Diagonal (4.50) 
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ir 
1 . 
A M4 
1 r I ( 
II 
Figure 4.3. Block diagram of Equation 4.46 
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V, SEPARATING THE INERTIAL AND 
EXCITER MODES 
A. The "A" Matrix in Terms of the 
ri oofci I xc J.CU I.S 
The system modal frequencies are given by the eigenvalues of 
the "A" matrix. The variables most strongly associated with each 
modal frequency are determined by examining the eigenvectors. The 
frequencies associated with 5 and u are the inertial modes, so called 
because of their dépendance upon the rotor inertias. The exciter 
modes can be detected by noting the association with the exciter 
variables. 
1. Without exciter 
Without exciter, the system "A" matrix is shown in the state 
equation, 
rsi r r, T 0 irn I 6 I ! 
I  —  I I  —  u  —  I  i  —  j  
I  M -,  i l  I  
! /L 1=1 -ùj^T * >11 -T ~D -0^ T ~ M2 ! ; CO ! 
- I I B n — n — B n — j j — 
1 
È' j G 1 
I —-I I 
L. _i L_ 
-T,^ M4 0 T,^ MB II E' G — — G — ; i  q 
{ \ 
The equations tend to produce real eigenvalues, while the coniplex 
eigenvalues are strongly associated with the û and oi variables. 
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2. With exciter 
Adding the exciter model described in Chapter III yields 
W 
J1 I 
-U)„T -Ml -T~"^D ' -W_T ^ M2 
Bn — n— ' Bn — 
I I 
Ê' M4 0 
g d — 
-1 
I I I -KA TA M5 <J 
t D  •  la  L 
I T, M3 
I d — 
! -KA TA ^ M6 
„-l 
,-l 
w 
E' 
_a 
JL-j 
with 
and 
isji = uxagonax ' * 
TA = Diagonal [TA^ . . 
FVM. I 
n 
TA ] 
n 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
An interesting phenomena now occurs, where the real eigenvalues tend 
to disappear and are replaced by modal frequencies that are 
associated with the variables. Analysis of the eigenvectors show 
that the inertial frequencies are primarily associated wich che cu 
ciaued wich different sees of variables, this suggests that they can 
be decoupled. 
Equation 5.2 has partition lines dividing the matrices into zones 
of influence that can be attributed to inertial and exciter effects 
and the coupling between them. The equation can be rewritten as: 
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0) 
E' 
_3. 
II 
! Ill 1 IV ! 
L— I "iJ 
w 
E' 
_1 
"FD 
'FD 
The inertial and exciter modes are highly dependent upon matrices 
and IV, respectively. The numerical results developed in the next 
several chapters show that the inertial and exciter modes can indeed 
be decoupled. This means that the examination of matrices !_ and IV 
individually can produce valuable insight into coherency and the 
reduction process. We note that matrix I_ is highly dependent upon 
the Ml coefficients, while matrix IV depends upon the M3 and M6 
coefficients. 
3. Establishing a Reference 
Generator 
The "A" matrix of Equation 5.2 is singular. In this section 
technique will be developed for reducing the "A" matrix by es-
:blishing a reference generator. 
The rotor angle vector for a power system with n machines is 
i —1 
I : I 
I ' l S l  
! : ! 
iô i 
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with i varying from 1 to n. 
If p is to be the reference generator the first step is to change 
the order of terms in the 6^ vector. This will form the 6^ vector 
as follows: 
0. = 
1 
0 
n 
The second step is to premultiply the ôj_ vector by Che transformatioi 
matrix T: 
6. = T 6. 
ID — 1 
^1 -r 
-LP 
-1 
_ I , I • 
* 
• 
n-1 
• 
, I • 1 
5 j -1 
npj 1 
^ * 
(5.5) 
n 
! ~p| 
where is an n-1 identity matrix and 2 has the dimensions n-1 rows 
by n columns. This establishes generator p as the reference 
ip 
To ëxtenû tnis technxqu 
are first written in this form 
tern tne state space equations 
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— — 
— — 
6. 1 6. 1 
— = A 
w. 1 CO. 1 
( 5 . 6 )  
With the selection of generator p as the reference the equations are 
now reordered. 
h  
Î 
(5 
n 
' 
Ô  
n 
& 
P 
II l>
 > Ô 
P 
> ""l 
w 
n 
to 
n 
-P 
0) 
P 
The state vector can be placed in the desired form by 
Ip 
' 0 ! 
I npj 
I U. ! 
^P! 
w 
np 
I  I I w , 
i  I  /  
0) 
L "J 
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Now B will be formed by 
B = 
L- : -J 
where 3 has n-2 rows and n columns. The columns 77 and n must 
— z 
then be deleted to form matrix ^  which yields the following 
desired result. 
Ô. 
ID 
— 
= B 
% CO. ip 
— 
(5.7) 
Here ^  is the new "A" matrix with an n-2 order and dimensions of 
(n-2)x(n-2). 
Lnertial Coherency Determined by 
che "i'il" Coefficients 
By holding constant, i.e., the incremental variables 
equal to zero. Equation 4.37 is reduced to 
T = Ml 5 (5.8) 
e 
In its expanded form, for example purposes a three machine system: 
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T 
el 
^2 
= 
T „ 
e3 
^11 ^12 ^^13 
MI21 MI22 Ml23 
MI31 MI32 MI33 
The matrix ^  is singular as evidenced by the fact that the sum 
of any row in ^  is equal to zero. The order of Equation 5.8 can 
therefore be reduced by a procedure similar to that outlined in the 
previous section. 
By selecting one machine as a reference, the variables are 
reduced to two angle differences, e.g., and or and 0^2» 
and so on. The electrical torque of any machine can be expressed 
as a function of these new variables. This suggests the procedure, 
outlined below, for determining inertial coherency. 
Selecting machine 1 as reference we can write 
!— -| 
I I ^ > I crj. Î 
I vn J 
—I r 1 vn 1 I A 1 
01 I ^ m I 
J I I 
I ^e2 I I ^22 ^22 
I T i Ml in Ml, 
R S  Q  
- 1 1 —  _ J  
Let us assume that this system is made up of two independent systems 
One due to machines 1 and 2 alone, and the second due to machines 1 
and 3 alone; with no interaction (or coupling) between the two 
4 ri ( 
two machine system. The frequency of oscillation for c&ch 
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systems is the same as that of an equivalent one machine-infinite bus 
system. For example, we can show that for the system formed by 
machines 1 and 2, we have 
9"H 
^ 5^, + = 0 (5.10) 
where 
Wg 21 eq 21 
H H 
Haq = and (5.11) 
^eq " ^^22~^^12 
The frequency of oscillation for this system is given by 
ell w, H +H, 1/2 
„2i = [(-^)(^)] (5.12, 
and similarly for machines 1 and 3 
H,+H, 1/2 
"31 = 
We can easily show that the matrix C is given by 
ea 
1 2 2  2 3  i  i  
!C__ ,(Ml,,-MlT ) (Ml,^-MlT^)| 
C__ =1 Ill = I I (5.13) 
ic:: c;:i icMi^^-MiT ) (Mi -Mi, ), 
y j I I 
We note that the diagonal terms of the C matrix are similar to che 
synchronising power coefficients. The off-diagonal coefficients 
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23 32 
C , C are indicative of the cross-coupling between the two modes 
eq' eq 
of oscillation. If their values are small, the two systems 1 and 2, 
and 1 and 3 approach being two independent systems. 
If the angular frequencies of oscillation and are nearly 
equal, then generators 2 and 3 are almost inertially coherent. Thus, 
selecting a new reference generator and repeating the process of 
computing and comparing the resulting modes of oscillation, inertial 
coherency is determined for the various generators. In the next 
chapter, this procedure will be illustrated for the 4-generator test 
system. 
More information can be extracted from the C matrix by 
_eq 
observing the off-diagonal terms. These terms give an indication of 
the strength of cross-coupling between generators other than the 
reference generator (#2 and #3 in the above example). The two machine 
system to be considered new is comprised of generators 2 and 3 with 
23 32 
a svnchronizing torque coefficient of first C and the C . The 
^ eq eq 
resulting intermachine rrequencxes are 
r/s (5.14) 
• eq ^ 
If if these are high frequencies there is strong 
coupling between generators 2 and 3. The stronger the coupling the 
"ore likelihood chc UWG inachines will swing together in the event of 
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a disturbance remote from both machines. Again, this calculation is 
demonstrated on a numerical example in Chapter VI. 
*7 - - ^   ^ "v/  ^ -V* P -v»  ^Ô 
W j. ^  Jm L  ^^  ^^ -A- V  ^^ ' *.» w*'*'*.' 
Decoupled "A" Matrix 
Repeating the _A matrix from Equation 5.2 for convenience: 
A = 
0 
-1 
0 0 
-1 
-w_ T - Ml 
B n — 
-T ~D 
n — 
1 -W^ T M2 
B n — i 
o_ 
-T/^ M4 
a — 
0 "1 1 2G 
-KA TA~^ M5 0 
1 
1 -KA TA~^ M6 -TA"-^ 
1 
(5 .16)  
We recall that the upper left hand quadrant represents the inertial 
part of the system while the lower right hand quadrant represents 
the exciter. The other two quadrants represent the interaction be­
tween the exciter and the inertial effects. The size of the A matrix 
is 4u X 4n while the order cf the system is 4n-2. T"e inertial 
portion is 2n x 2n with an order of 2n-2 while the exciter portion is 
2n X 2n with an order of 2n. 
An eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis of the A matrix will 
establish 2n-2 inertial modes and 2n exciter modes. To decouple the 
A matrix successfully, it must be shown chat the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the inertial portion alone correspond tc the 2n-2 
inertial modes of the matrix as a whole. Similarly, the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors cf the exciter portion alone must correspond to the 
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2n exciter modes of the matrix as a whole. 
In Chapter VI an actual system is successfully decoupled using 
the above criterion, thus considerably reducing the computational 
cost. Of equal importance in the study of coherency is the fact that 
this decoupling demonstrates that inertial coherency is, in the 
general case, independent of the exciters. Consequently, when 
coherent generators are combined, the machine and exciter parameters 
should be combined independently. 
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VI. EXTENDED "HEFFRON-PHILLIPS" MODEL APPLIED 
TO A FOUR GENERATOR TEST SYSTEM 
The extended "lieffrcn-Phillips" ™odel, developed in the previous 
chapters, will now be used to examine the modes of oscillation for 
a four generator test system. This power network is an expanded 
version of the 9-bus 3-generator test system known in the literature 
as the WSCC system (see reference 37). 
A. System Parameters and Load-
Flow Data 
The impedance diagram of the test system is shown in Figure 6.1. 
In this figure, the line and transformer impedances, as well as the 
line shunt susceptances, are given in per unit to a 100 M\'A base. 
System generator data are given in Table 6.1, where the reactances are 
given in per unit to a 100 MVA base and the time constants are in 
seconds. 
Load-flow data, for the quiescent operating conditions uo Lc 
considered in the study, are shown in Figure 6.2. Power flows 
are in MW and nvAR with positive flow being away from the bus. 
The loads are converted to equivalent admittances. From the 
load bus voltage V,, power P^ , and reactive power , the load 
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Table 6.1. Generator data 
Generator 
Rated MVA 
H (MW'S) 
KV 
Power factor 
Type 
Speed (rev/min) 180 
0.1460 
247.5 
2364 
16.5 
0.72 
Kyd: 
X 
X 
X' q  
(leakage) 
^ t 
'dO 
^ T I 
n \  )  
0.0608 
0.0969 
0.0969 
0.0336 
8.96 
0 
192.0 
640 
1 8 . 0  
0.97 
Steam 
3600 
0.8958 
0.1198 
0.8645 
0.1969 
0.0521 
6 .00  
0.535 
128.0 
301 
13.8 
0.98 
Steam 
3600 
1.3125 
0.1813 
1.2578 
0.25 
0.0742 
5.89 
0 .600  
192.0 
640 
1 8 . 0  
0.98 
Steam 
3600 
0.8958 
0.1198 
0.8645 
0.1969 
0.0521 
6.00  
0.535 
The values for the equivalent shunt admittances for the three loads 
are 
Load A: Y.. = 1.3340 - j 0.5336 
Load 3: 7. , = 0.9333 - i 0.3055 
Lb 
Load C: Y,. = 0.9764 - j 0.3417 
These values are now combined with rne appropriace line shunt 
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admittances as shown in Table 6.2. This gives enough information to 
construct the If matrix of the system as shown in Table 6.3. A 
matrix reduction is then performed on the _Y_ matrix and all nodes 
are eliminated except the internal generator nodes where the gener­
ators are modelled as a source with voltage Z behind the reactance 
qa 
X . The reactance x is included in the Y matrix. The reduced Y 
q q — — 
matrix is shown in Table 6.4. 
B. Application of "Park's 
Transformation" 
Tc calculate the "M" coefficients; the o axis for each generator 
must be located and the corresponding d and q axis quantities calcu­
lated. These quantities are displayed in Figure 6.3, where 
Vgg is the infinite bus voltage that a generator "sees" looking 
into the system (per unit) 
V^jl^are the terminal voltage and current (per unit) 
Ij,I^ are the d and q axis generator currents (per unit) 
6 is the angle between the generator q axis and the infinite 
bus voltage (degrees) 
S is the angle between the generator terminal voltage and 
the infinite bus voltage (degrees) 
9 is the angle between generator terminal voltage and terminal 
current (degrees) 
and the subscript o indicates the quiescent operating condition. 
A special computer program has been developed to perform these 
calculations. This program is given in Appendix A, along v.'itn sample 
calculations. The numerical results are shov.n?. in lable 6.5. 
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Table 6.2. System admittance 
Impedance Admittance 
Bus No. R X G B 
Generators 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
1-4 
2-7 
3-9 
0 
0 
0 
11-10 0 
0.1545 
0.9270 
1.3164 
0.9245 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-6.4725 
-1.0787 
-0.7596 
-1.0817 
Transmission lines 
Shunt admittances 
Load B 
4-5 0. 0100 0. 0850 1 .3652 -11. 6041 
4-6 0. 0170 0. 0920 % .9422 -10. 5107 
5-7 0. 0320 0. 1610 1 .1576 -5. 9751 
6-9 0. 0390 0. 1700 1 .2820 -5. ,5882 
7-8 0. 0085 0. 0720 1 .6171 -13. ,6980 
8-9 0. 0119 0. 1008 1 .1551 -9. ,7843 
8-10 0. 0119 0. ,1008 1 .1551 -9. ,7843 
8-10 0. ,0119 0. ,1008 1 .1551 -9. ,7843 
b 
5-0 
6-0 
8-0 
4-0 
7-0 
9-0 
1 n_n 
1.3340 
0.9333 
0.9764 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.4758 
-0.2435 
-0.2987 
0.0401 
0.0546 
0.0681 
0.0502 
The generator reactance is added to the transformer reactance 
M ror eacn generacor 
b 
The appropriate line shunt susceptances are added to each load. 
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Figure 6.3. Location of the q axis with reference to the system 
equivalent Thevenin voltage, V . Positive direction 
is counterclockwise 
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Table 6.4. Reduced JY matrix 
Node 1 2 3 11 
1 1.0377 0.1733 0.1207 0.1670 
-j2.2162 +j0.4625 +jû.337 7 0.4189 
2 0.1733 0.0545 0.0326 0.0499 
+j0.4625 -jO.8954 +j0.0843 +j 0.1400 
3 0.1207 0.0326 0.0286 0.0350 
+j0.3377 +j 0.0843 -j0.6614 +j0.0958 
11 0.1670 0.0499 0.0350 0.0605 
+jO.4189 +j0.1400 +j 0.0958 —j 0.8&03 
Table 6.5. Generator initial values 
Generator 
1 2 3 4 
^aO 
p.u. 0.8724 0.8510 0.8405 0.8391 
0° 3.1645° 31.0598° 40.1545° 30.9556° 
O
 
T) > p.u. -0.0574 -0.5288 -0.6642 -0.5324 
O
 
>
 p.u. 1.0384 0.8780 'J./y/z 0.6676 
^dO 
p.u. 
-0.6404 —0 . j'y j. i -0.5535 -0.5699 
^qO 
p.u. 0.5925 0.6117 0.5281 0 615S 
^qaO ?  - -• 1.1005 1.3895 1.ÔÛ97 i.3503 
The next step is to calculate L-iiC 
of che f our generators xH 1' igure 6.4 the q axes and terminal voltage 
56^  
two generators are shown. The angle is the angle between 
the terminal voltages of the two machines and can be found from the 
load-flow study. The angle we are now seeking is the angle between 
the q axes, which will be referred to as 5^^^. Inspection 
of Figure 6.4 yields the following equation 
*ikO " (^iO'^io) (^aiO'^akO^ " (^kO'^kO^ 
Substituting numerical values into this equation yields 
^210 " 34.1453° 
*420 = 1-9257° 
*340 = 7-5091° 
where the angles between the q axes are shown in Figure 6.5. 
Because of the length and complexity of the data preparation 
it is important to run the following simple check. Referring new 
to the Thevenin's equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.1 the first 
step is to calculate the Thevenin equivalent voltage sacn generator 
"sees" looking into the system. Using Equation 4.3 
Wci) = V20 + ^  \a30 + ^  \a4n] ' l^&902r p.u. 
11 '11 "11 
V V V 
^THEVC) ' V3= + f V-40J = 
"22 "22 '22 
V V V 
- "31 - "32 - *34 -
- - T? ^ TT .1 2% T7 1 - n aq<A i _R 97nR° n n 
'TKEV(3) qalO - qa20 - qa40-
-33 -33 33 
56b 
S-
tiO 
ô 
1 
t k O  t i O  
Figure 6.4. Angular relationship between the q axes 
Figure 6.5. Relative q axis positions for the fcui 
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W(4) - SqalO - ^  Vo + ^  Vsol -
44 ^44 ^44 
Once the Thevenin voltages are known.the machine currents can be 
calculated as follows : 
^alO ^^qalO ^THEV(1)^^11 
^a20 (\a20 ^THEV(2)^^22 
a30 ^ qa30 THEVO)"^ 33 
1 -6. 7307° p.u. 
1-4. 3679° p.u. 
1 o cnc-i ° 
1 
These currents are then checked against the current values in 
ible 6.5 and found to be quite accurate. 
C. Calculation of the "M" 
Coefficients 
Data for the calculation of the ^  and R matrices are assemble 
in Table 6.6. The matrices K1-K9 are calculated using Equations 
4.13-4.30, with the results shown in Tables 6.7-6.15. 
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Table 6.6. Data for calculating 
system reference 
the "M" coefficients, generator 1 is 
Parameter Generator 
1 2 3 4 
X 
q 
0.0969 0.8645 1.2578 0.8645 
0.1460 0.8958 1.3125 0.8958 
^d 0.0608 0.1198 0.1813 0.1198 
1.040 1.025 1.030 1.035 
^dO -0.0574 -0 .5288 -0.6642 -0.5324 
\o 1.0384 0.8780 0.7872 0.8876 
\aO 1.1005 1.3895 1.6097 1.3803 
^0 
0.0° 34.1453° 43.5901° 36.0911° 
\o 0.5925 0.6117 0.5281 0.6158 
Table 6.7. The ^  matrix 
1.9408 -0.7228 -0.5648 -0.6532 
-1.1179 1.7289 -0.2434 -0.3676 
-1.0422 -0.3110 1.6938 —0.3406 
-0 .9736 -0.3750 -0.2730 1.6216 
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Table 6-8. The K2 matrix 
1.8853 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.0634 
G 
0 
0 
0 
1.9934 
0 
0 
0 
G 
1.9462 
Table 6. 9. The K3 matrix 
0.8297 
0 
G 
G 
0 
0.3241 
0 
0 
0 
G 
0.2775 
0 
0 
G 
0 
0.3499 
Table 6. 10. The K4 matrix 
-0.0510 
-1.0335 
-1.3844 
-0 .9073 
0.0150 
1.2481 
-0.2507 
— Il  
0 .0217 
-0.0690 
1.8912 
-0.G773 
0.0143 
-0.1455 
-0.2561 
Table 6 .11. The K5 matrix 
0.0458 
-0.0274 
-0.0050 
-0 .0208 
-0.0142 
0.1547 
-0 .0625 
-0.0680 
—V. 
—0 0560 
0.1430 
-0.0630 
-0.0713 
-0.0754 
0.1518 
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Table 6. 12. The ^  matrix 
0.8583 0 0 0 
0 0.6538 0 0 
0 0 0.5265 0 
0 0 0 0.6864 
Table 6. 13. The K7 matrix 
G 0.0309 0.0208 0.0281 
0.2522 0 0.0307 0.0561 
0.3234 0.0680 0 0.0740 
0.2250 0.0561 0.0328 0 
Table 6. 14. The K8 
0 -0.1610 -0 .1823 -0.1528 
0.1220 0 -0.1103 -0.1547 
0.1692 -0.0930 0 -0 .1179 
0.1789 -0.1252 -0.1135 0 
Table u . 1 G 1  u._/  .  The ^ 
G 0.0445 0.0304 0.0405 
0.6641 0 0.2060 0.3298 
0.6339 G. 3057 0 0.3550 
0.5186 0.2987 0.2149 0 
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The matrices R1-R3 are calculated from Equations 4.31-4.36. The 
results are shown in Tables 6.16-6.18. 
Table 6,16- The R1 matrix 
1 0.0188 0.0129 0.0171 
0.6373 1 0.1977 0.3165 
0.6032 0.2909 1 0.3378 
0.4977 0.2866 0.2062 1 
Table 6.17. The ^  matrix 
-0.0216 0.0064 0.0092 0.0061 
-0.9919 1.1978 -0.0663 -0.1397 
-1.3175 -0.2386 1.7997 -0.2437 
-0.8707 -0.1570 -0.0742 1.1019 
Table 6.18. The ^  matrix 
1.ûATû 0 Q Q 
0 3.0013 0 0 
0 0 3.4725 0 
0 0 0 2.7830 
The M matrices are formed by using Equations 4.41-4.46. The 
M1-M6 matrices are given in Tables 6.19-6.24. 
Table 6.19. The Ml matrix 
2.2974 -0.7939 -0.8205 -0.6830 
-0.9339 1.8552 -0.4073 -0.5140 
-0 .9218 -0.3919 1.7714 -0.4577 
-0 .7798 -0.5009 -0.4618 1.7425 
Table 6. 20 . The m matrix 
2.0926 -0.2997 -0.5201 -0.20^6 
0.2294 2.2614 -0.3326 -0.4087 
0.2736 -0.2293 2.1131 -0.3053 
0.3102 -0.3572 -0.3747 2.1389 
Table 6. 21 . The m matrix 
-1.2538 0.0980 0.0676 0.0677 
0.5470 -3.5257 0.5701 0.8687 
0.4292 0.7302 -4.0057 0.8651 
0.3298 0.8518 0.6512 -3 .2987 
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Table 6.22. The M4 matrix 
0.0273 -0 .0154 -0.0090 -0 .0029 
-0.6802 1.5088 -0.3557 -0 .4730 
-1.0184 -0.5238 2.1378 -0.5956 
-0.5100 -0.4856 -0 .4105 1.4062 
Table 6.23. The ^  matrix 
-0.0083 0.0071 0.0026 -0.0012 
-0.0817 0.1116 -0.0167 -0.0133 
-0.0819 -0.0006 0.0894 -0.0069 
-0.0866 -0.0046 -0.0163 0.1075 
Table 6.24. The ^  matrix 
0.8247 0.0685 0.0457 0.0473 
0.2490 0.5762 0.0760 0.1474 
0.2991 0.1589 0.4338 0.1713 
0.2064 0.1599 0.0894 0.6062 
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D. Calculating the "A" Matrix 
Now that the M matrices have been calculated, the T. and T 
— Q ^ 
^ ^ ^ Cr /, AO C*"! f4 /, T'V(£i"î>» ttoT"O C  
are given in Tables 6.25 and 6.26. 
Table 6.25. The T, matrix 
d 
8.9600 0 0 0 
0 6.0000 0 0 
0 0 5.8900 0 
0 0 0 Ô.000G 
Table 6.26. The T 
n 
matrices 
47.2800 0 0 0 
0 12.8000 0 0 
0 0 6.02 0 
0 0 0 12.8000 
The matrices KA and ^  are then obtained from Equations 5.3-
^ 6. f-) ^ 1 ^ 9 R +•*»-> o o-o-i-nc oTirl t-nmo 
which are contained in the matrices ^  and for the base case. 
Many other cases have been run and will be discussed in later chapters. 
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Table 6.27. The KA matrix, base case 
100.0000 0 0 0 
0 100.0000 0 0 
0 0 100.0000 0 
0 0 0 100.0000 
Table 6.28. The TA matrix, base case 
1.0000 0 0 0 
0 1.0000 0 0 
n Q 1.0000 0 
0 0 0 1.0000 
Note that all time constants are in seconds and that time 
is measured in seconds throughout this research. 
The A matrix can now be calculated using Equation 5.16. 
xne resuics are given iu Table 6.25. 
Table 6.29. The A matrix for a 4-machine test system 
1^ 2^ S "^ 4 '^ l ^^ 2 3^ '^ 4 
5 ,  0  0  0  0  l o o o j  
g g  0  0  0  0  o l o o !  
6„ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ' 
3 I 
Ô ,  0  0  0  0  0 0 0 1 '  
4 I 
i 
cc^ -18.3183 6.3298 6,5424 5.4459 0 0 0 0 , 
27.5042 -54.6392 11.9963 15.1387 0 
I 
n • 
w_ 57.7257 24.5419 -110.9280 28.6608 0 0 0 0 1 
I 
W/, 22.9672 14.7519 13.6023 -51.3220 0 0 0 0 I 
— — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —h 
E' -0.0030 0.0017 0.0010 0.0003 0 0 0 0 i q i  ,  
E' 0.1134 -0.2515 0.0593 0.0788 0 3 0 0 l q2 
E' 0.1729 0.0889 -0.3630 0.1011 0 0 0 0 ! 
E', 0.0850 0.0809 0.0684 -0.2344 0 0 0 0 ! 
q4 I 
0.8291 -0.7110 -0.2407 0.1219 0 0 0 0 | 
E^22 8.1658 -11.1639 1.6694 1.3300 0 0 0 0 I 
EpQo 8 .1875 0 .0645 -8 .9408 0 .6859 0  0  0  0  , 
E_, 8.6596 0.4618 1.6291 -10.7479 0 0 0 0 1 
r jjq-
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%1 ^ ^q4 ^FDl ^FD2 ^FD3 ^FD4 
0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0  
0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0  
0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0  
0  0  0  0 0 0 0 0  
-16.6858 2.3895 4.1472 1.6392 0 0 0 0 
-6 .7555 -06.6038 9 .7555 12.0362 0  0  0  0  
-17.1315 14.3563 -132.3310 19.1161 0 0 0 0 
-9.1367 10.5211 11.0368 -62.9950 0 0 0 0 
-0.1399 0.0109 0.0075 0.0076 0.1116 0 0 0 
0.0912 -0.5876 0.0950 0.1448 0 0.1667 0 0 
0.0729 0.1240 -0.6801 0.1469 0 0 0.1698 0 
0.0550 0.1420 0.1085 -0 .5498 0 0 0 0.1667 
-82.4663 -6 .8494 -4 .5699 -4 .7316 -1  0  0  0  
-24.9048 -57.6178 -7 .6033 -14.7393 0  -1  0  0  
-29.9065 -15.8908 -43.3797 -17.1278 0  0  -1  0  
-20.6371 -15.9880 -8.9447 -60.6207 0 0 0-1 
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E. Establishing Inertial Coherency 
Now the techniques for determining inertial coherency that were 
developed in Chapter V will be applied to tnis four generator system. 
In the process, the system will be decoupled and the inertial modes 
will be separated from the exciter modes. 
1. Eigenvector analysis using the "A" matrix 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the "A" matrix in Table 
6.29 are now found using a special computer library routine. Of the 
seven pairs of eigenvalues,three pertain to the inertial properties 
of the system. Table 5.30 shows the eigenvectors associated with 
these modes. The fact that these are the inertial modes can be seen 
from the magnitude of the elements of the eigenvectors associated with 
the angular speeds (oj) . The 6.9353 r/s frequency predominates in the 
rotor speed of generators 2, 3, and 4; the 8.3835 r/s frequency 
predominates in the rotor speed of generator 2; and the 11.0851 r/s 
frequency predominates in the rotor speed of generator 3. 
2. Eigenvector analysis using the partitioned "A" matrix 
The "A" matrix, in Table 6,29 is partitioned into four quadrants. 
The upper left hand quadrant contains the same terms as sho;vn in 
Equation 5.16. By separating out this 8x8 matrix it will be possible 
to determine its eigenvalues and eigenvectors and compare them to 
their inertial counterparts from the ''A'' matrix. The upper left hand 
c^adrant of the ''A'' matrix will henceforth be referred to as the 
Tal)L(> 6.30. Eigenv(;ctors of the Inertinl modes, full A matrix, base case 
,, , , I Eigenvalues (r/s) 
' -O.T3OT> j6.9353 ' -0 .2Ï8Ô"+ j8.3835 -0.2469 + f l l .0851 
"l 
0.0030 f  JO.0621 0.C003 4- jo .0042 0.0002 4- J0.0042 
'^2 -0 .0004 T j0.1134 -0 . (031 4- jO .1192 0.0001 4- JO.0115 
S 0.0016 4- j0 .047 7 0 .0001 4- jO .0024 -0.0020 P JO.0902 
-0.002/ 4- j0.144L 0.0022 4 .10, .0959 0.0002 4- JO.0138 
(Oj -0.4308 4- j0.0128 -0.0352 4- jO, .0018 -0.0471 4- JO.0014 
(0^ 0.786?,  4; j0.0113 1.0000 4- .10 -0.1270 JO.0014 
<03 0.3307 4- j0.0172 -0.0200 4- .10. , 0001 1.0000 4- jO 
1.0000 JO - o .&ooo  + JO. 0023 -0.1533 T JO.0013 
'•v 
o .ooo ; ;  -P JO. 0006 0.0001 4~ 10 .  0002 0 P JO.0001 
'",2 0.0056 4- JO. 0067 0.0056 4- JO.0037 -0.0007 
4- JO.0003 
0.0021 4- JO.0044 -0 .0001 Ï JO. 0003 0.0035 4- JO.OOll 
'v. 
0.0069 '4- JO. 0087 -0.0046 4- JO.0024 -0.0008 4- JO.0003 
''FDI 0.0389 4- JO. 0186 0.0154 4- JO.0032 0.0019 f JO.0008 
'''FD2 0.2859 t JO.0958 0.1.964 4- JO,0441 -0.0212 f JO.0033 
^'FD3 0.1784 ± JO.0651 0.0124 + JO.0017 0.0793 4- JO.0152 
0.366H ± JO.1141 -0.1315 4- JO.0320 -0.0238 4- JO.0038 
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inertial matrix and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the base case 
are shown in Table 6.31. 
^iganvcctcrs cf the inertial Tn?tri.X; base case 
Variables 0 + j6.7757 
Eigenvalues (r/^ 
0 + j8.2553 0 + ill.0067 
% 
~1 
CO. 
CJ, 
LJ ,  
0 + j 0•0666 
0 + jO.1130 
0 + j 0.0486 
0 + j0.0043 
0 + jO.1211 
0 ^  j0.0023 
0 + j0.0043 
0 2 jG.01l4 
j0.0909 
0 + j0.1476 0 + j0.0984 0+30.0139 
-0.4511 + jO -0.0357 + jO -0.0478 + jO 
0.7655 + jO 1.0000 + jO -0.1259 + jO 
0.3293 + jO -0.0189 + jO 1.0000 + 0 
1.0000 2 jO -0.8125 + jO -0.1525 + jO 
3. Comparison of results 
Comparing the modes in Table 5.31 vith these in iaDie g.30 ic is 
apparent that both the frequencies and the niode shapes correspond 
very closely. This is important because it allows decoupling the 
inertial modes and permits use of the inertia! matrix which has 
dimensions only half as large as the full "A" matrix. 
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F. Selection of Inertially 
Coherent Generators 
Using the methods developed in Chapter V the ^  matrix, shown 
in Table 6.19, has been used to establish inertial coherency. How­
ever, from Chapter V it is known that this 4x4 matrix is singular 
and can be reduced to a 3x3 matrix by selecting one generator as 
reference. This reduction results in no loss of information and 
provides the proper formulation for evaluating inertial coherency. 
Selecting generator 1 as reference and applying the proper 
transformation from Chapter V results in the reduced Ml matrix 
shown in Table 6.32. 
Table 6.32. Reduced Ml matrix with generator 1 as reference 
2 3 4 
2 2.6491 0.4132 0.1690 
3 0.4020 2.5919 0.2253 
4 0.2930 0.35W7 Z.4Z3j 
From Equation 5.12 the approximate inertial frequency between 
machine 2 and 1 is given by 
^21 -
In a similar fashion the rest of the direct and cross coupling 
Table 6.33, Approximate inertial frequencies (r/s) with machine 1 
as system reference 
2 3 4 
9 9.0S7? 6.1682 3.1552 
3 6.0840 13.5272 4.5547 
4 4.1545 5.7470 9 .5278  
From Table 6.33 it is apparent that machines 2 and 4 have 
frequencies of oscillation with respect to machine 1 that are nearly 
the same. Since co^-, = 9.9573 r/s and w,= 9.5278 r/s, we conclude 
that these two machines are strong candidates for combining into an 
inertial equivalent. We also note that the cross coupling frequencies 
between machines 2, 3, and 4 are much less than the frequencies with 
respect to machine 1 shown on the main diagonal. This fact plus the 
near symmetry of the matrix indicates that machine 1 is a good choice 
for system reference. This seems reasonable since machine 1 has much 
greater inertia than the other machines. 
Going through the same calculations using machines 2, 3, and 4 as 
reference produces Tables 6.34 through 6.39. 
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Table 6.34. Reduced Ml matrix with generator 2 as system reference 
1 3 4 
1 3.2313 -0.4132 -0.1690 
3 0.0121 2.1787 0.0563 
4 0.1541 -0.0545 2.2565 
Table 6.35. Approximate 
2 as system 
inertial frequencies 
reference 
(r/s) with machine 
1 3 4 
1 10.9972 5.4010 2.5150 
3 0.9243 14.1637 2.2768 
4 2.4016 2.2401 11.5292 
Table 6.36. Reduced M matrix with generator 3 as system 
reference 
1 2 
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Table 6.37. Approximate inertial frequencies (r/s) with machine 3 
as system reference 
12 3 
1 15.0755 3.8789 2.9038 
2 0.6730 14.3843 1.8211 
4 2.3053 2.5339 14.2334 
Table 6.38. Reduced ^  matrix with generator 4 as system reference 
12 3 
1 3.0772 -0.2930 -0.3587 
2 -0.1541 2.3561 0.0545 
3 -0.1420 0.1090 2.2332 
Table 6.39. Approximate inertial frequencies (r/s) with machine 
4 as system reference 
12 3 
1 in 7117 1 qiiR s 
2 2.4016 11.7809 2.2401 
3 3.1662 3.1680 14.3397 
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Comparing Tables 6.33 and 6.37 it is clear that machines 2 and 
4 oscillate with nearly identical frequencies against machines 1 and 
3. No other combination of machines indicates such likely coherency. 
From Tables 6.33, 6.35, and 6.39 it is seen that machine 3 oscillates 
against all other machines with the highest inertial frequency. 
This is corroborated by examining the eigenvectors shown in Tables 
6.30 and 6.31. Analysis of these eigenvectors also indicated coherency of 
machines 2 and 4. However, use of the Ml coefficients to establish 
inertial coherency is much more efficient in the amount of computer 
time needed than is eigenvector analysis. In the next chapter the extent 
of the coherency of machines 2 and 4 will be tested by combining them 
into one equivalent machine and examining the new system mode shapes. 
G. Finding the Exciter 
Modes 
In Part 2 of Section E the inertial modes were successfully de­
coupled by using ^ of rnp "A" rnatrix. In Luis scction the 
same procedure is used to decouple the exciter modes. 
1. Using the "A" matrix 
By using a special computer library routine the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors for the "A" niatrix in Table 6.29 were obtained. 
Eigenvectors of the modes of oscillation associated with the exciters 
are shown in Table 6.40. That these are the exciter modes may be 
verified by observing that the largest elements in the eigenvectors occur 
T a h l t '  5 . 4 0 .  I ' .  1  j ^ e n v t ^ c L o r s  o l :  t l u ?  o x c i t c n ;  l u o d a s ,  f u l l .  A  m a t r i x ,  b a s e  c a s e  
.  ,  ,  ] ' ' , i f ! e n v a l u e s  ( r / s )  
' ' "O.r/'mr Tj'2.'l938 ' ::(h5814 
- 0  .0093 -1- JO .0095 - 0  .0047 4 JO .0074 0 .0033 4- JO 0
 
C
o 
-0 .0265 4  j0.0894 
-0 .0116 - 1- ,iO .0273 0.004 2 -1- JO .0841 -0 .0001 + JO .0320 -0 .0276 4 - i0.0222 
s 
0 .0065 : 1 JO .0878 -0.0056 4 io .0137 -0 .0007 -V JO .0160 -0 .0240 4-' JO.0184 
-0.03 34 -1" jO .0359 -0.0111 -t- JO .0768 -0.0030 + JO .0607 -0 .0273 4- j0.0158 
0 .0246: I- jO, ,0:121 0 ,  0193 4: JO .0055 -0, .0783 4- JO .0074 0 .3366 4 JO.0480 
"2 0 ,  
.0614 : 1 JO, .0057 - 0 .  ,187 s 4: JO .0446 0 .0872 4- JO .0183 0 .0946 4: j0.0879 
'^'3 
- 0 ,  1780 : 1 JO. ,0424 0 .  03]f: 4 JO, .0039 0, .0441 4- JO, .0073 0 .0790 4- j0.0769 
'•'4 
0 ,  0796 4  1 ,10. ,0038 0. 175 7 4- j0.0246 0, ,1670 + JO. ,0272 0, .0714 4 j0.0901 
'•'ql 0 .  
,0003 -1 I; JO, 0032 0. 00C4 4- JO, 0035 -0, ,0062 + JO, 0400 -0, .0018 4- JO.0183 
":;,2 0.0029 1 1- J 0. ,0158 
-0. 0106 4- JO. ,0751 0, ,0050 4- JO. ,0356 -0, .0043 "4- j0.044 2 
- 0. 0150 H • jO. 0834 0.0012 ± JO. 0065 0. ,0043 -h JO. ,0231 -0, ,0052 4-' JO. 0427 
''V',4 
0. 0047 -1 :  j ( ) .  0234 0. oo(;:. 4; JO. 0589 0. 0086 4- JO. 0576 -0. ,0050 4- j0.0460 
)•• 
FDI. 
-0.0391 1 • JO, 0040 -0.07]: f JO. ,0058 1. 0000 4- jO 0, ,5998 4- JO.0162 
I'D 2 
-0. 1921 1 ; JO.0064 1. 0000 + JO —  0. 5889 t- JO. 0080 0.9609 4- j0.0078 
1 '  
FI)3 I. 0000 1 : iU -0. o(;;(i 4- J 0.0001 - 0 .  3792 4- JO. 0140 0. 9164 4- JO.0052 
1' 
''I'D', 
-0. 2K42 t 0 1 6  1  ().7(idC) -1 JO. 0054 -0. 9525 4 JO. 0201 1. 0000 4 JO 
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in the rows. Small values in the 6 and w rows indicate only minor 
coupling between the inertial and exciter modes. 
2. Decoupling the "A" matrix 
In Equation 5.2 the "A" matrix is partitioned to allow decoupling 
of the inertial and exciter modes. The inertial matrix has already 
been tested and yielded quite a close approximation to the inertial modes. 
The lower right quadrant of the "A" matrix, shown in Table 6.29, was then 
examined to see if it could provide close approximations of the exciter 
modes shown in Table 6.40. This quadrant of the "A" matrix will hence­
forth be called the exciter matrix and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
are shown in Table 6.41. 
3. Analysis and comparison of results 
Comparing the results of Table 6.41 with Table 6.40 it is easy 
to identify corresponding modes. Though the fit is not as precise 
as for the inertial case,it retains sufficient accuracy for use 
xn excx'cer moQcij. we nwuc unot- m^ch^nc hcic c, 
separate identifiable exciter mode associated x-Tith it. Unlike the 
inertial ease, there is no evident coherency among the exciters. 
Consequencly, combining the exciters for the inertially coherent machines 
2 and 4 must mean the elimination of one of these independent exciter 
modes. The means of accomplishing this is explored in Chapter VIII. 
T a l)J. O  ( ) . A 1 .  1 ' .  1  ) ' , i ' i i v i ' c l  ( ) >  S  C ) J '  m o d  US IICMII L l i o  e x c i t e r  m a t r i x ,  b a s e  c a s e  
M o d e  1  M o d e  ' I  M o d e  3  M o d e  4  
\ ' a r  i . a b J  e s  1 ' ' ,  i  : . ; i  u v a l u e s  ( r / s )  _  
:b78//5/, f .iy/6833 4x6357 +33.8413 
' ,'l 1 
-0 .0033 • 1 iO .0052 -1) .0054 -I- JO, 0060 -0.0065 4- JO .0385 -•0 .0028 + JO.0123 
'v 
0 .0051 • 1- jO .0075 -0 .0()3L • 1- jO, .0622 0.0176 J J" .0183 -0 .0036 -t- JO.0392 
[ • 1 
'1:1 
-0, ,0038 : ' JO, 0693 -•0, 004 5 ; J»' ,0057 0.0168 4 j0.0028 -0, .0026 + j0.0391 
I 
q4 0, ,0028 1 j 0, 0163 0, ,0126 ; I; JO. ,0479 -0.0063 ± J"' ,0456 -0, ,0037 + j0.0431 
•Fl). -0, ,0940 H 1- JO, ,1043 -0, ,1107 " 1- JO. 1653 .1 .0000 ± JO 0, ,4369 -t JO.0337 
'Fi),? -0. ir/G -1 1 jO, 0854 1, OOOC -1 I- JO -0.3145 -1- JO, ,2727 0, 9114 T j0.0058 
'I'D ) i. 0000 1 • 0 --0. 0924 :| I- JO. 0757 -0,0470 ± J"- 2 441. 0. ,8920 + J 0.0011 
'1-|)4 -0. 2456 1 • JO-(1466 -0. 785t 1 : JO. 1657 -0.7924 f JO. 1338 1. 0000 4 JO 
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VII. ELEVEN BUS TEST SYSTEM WITH A CONVENTIONAL 
GENERATOR EQUIVALENT 
In Chapter VI it was established that machines 2 and 4 are 
inertially coherent. In most transient stability studies this is suf­
ficient grounds to combine the two machines into an equivalent 
generator. However, this will mean the elimination of one of the four 
pairs of independent exciter modes calculated in Chapter VI. In this 
chapter a conventional generator equivalent is developed. The inertial 
and exciter modes to be eliminated, and their effect on the re­
maining modes, are determined. 
A. Constructing a New Admittance 
Matrix 
To maintain the steady state load-flow precisely as in the 
original system, it is necessary to replace the transformers for 
machines 2 and 4 (cf the test cycterr.) v.'ith the ^pproximp.ting phsse shifting 
pi equivalent shown schematically in Figure 7.1. The change in the 
system circuit diagram is shown in Figure 7.2. The phase shift is 
needed because buses 2 and 11 of the original system are connected 
together to form bus "A" which carries the average of the voltages and 
angles of buses 2 and 11. Equations 7.1-7.3 give the parameters of 
these phase shifting transfonrier equivalents. In Figure 7.1, note 
that node ? represents the terminal of the equivalent generator. 
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p 
V 
V J 
'Y1  ^  
'igure 7.1. Phase shifting transformer equivale 
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lent generator 
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[01- (|) + (7.1) 
TT a V 
P 
V 
= [e)l(?L01 - (Î)L±1 + -^ IV 0-2) 
(7-3) 
V 
where a ! 6 = —^ and Y is the original transformer admittance. 
V 
Applying these equations to the 
4, the data in Table 7.1 are obtained. 
Table 7.1. Parameters of transformer equivalents for machines 2 and 
4 
Y^1 
-0.2772 + j0.0939 0.2953 - j 0 .0929  
^ - r\ ncrsz. _n 4n nAOT 
0 - i15.9223 0 - jl6.7476 
It is now possible to form the admittance matrix for the 
XllJLO iUWVA J -I VX Y» TT» TJ 4 
shown in Table 7.2. 
Table. 7.2, Y matriK for the equivalcit 3-niachine system 
Node I A' 3 A 4 5 6 7 8 ') 10 
1 -0 6.4725 0 0 0 j 6.4 725 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A' 0 -j 2.3135 0 j 2,, 3135 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 -jlO.7596 0 0 0 0 0 0 jO.7596 jl6.7476 
A 0 j 2.3135 0 0 0 0 jl5.9223 0 0 0 
4 16.4725 0 0 0 
3.3074 -1.3652 -1 .9422  
j28.5477 +J11.6041 j10.5107 
« 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
•' 0 0 0 J15 ,9223  0  0  . J3^;S  "  "  
-1 .6171  6.0588 -1.1551 -2.3102 
" +jl3.6980 -j43.3016 +J9.7843 +jl9.5686 
' » » ° « 0 +;5:5882 " +]9:7843 -jl6:0670 ° 
» 0 ° 2 " +U9:5686 ° -j36:?993 
00 
C O  
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The Y matrix can now be reduced by eliminating all but the 
internal generator nodes. The result is shown in Table 7.3. 
Table 7.3. Tne reduced admiccance matrix fur Ll»e equivalent 3-machine 
system 
1 A 3 
1 1. 2116 - j2.0591 0 . 2 3 8 6  _L j O . 5 2 8 2  0. 1550 + j O . 3 7 3 8  
A 0. 2 3 8 6  + jO.5282 0 . 0 7 8 6  - j0.9060 0. 0 4 6 6  + j0.1068 
3 0. 1550 + jO.3738 0 . 0 4 6 6  + j0.1068 0. 0 3 4 9  - jO.6547 
B. Forming a Conventional Generator 
Equivalent 
In this section, machines 2 and 4 will be combined into one 
conventional generator equivalent. The procedure to be applied is 
that used in reference 5. The machine will be examined in two 
parts: first the generator proper and then the exciter. 
J-. ens 
The equivalent for machines 2 and k v:iii have an inertia constant 
H equal to the sum or the inertia constants of the two machines. 
The other new parameters for the equivalent will be found by paralleling 
X 5 X, 5 and x'. from machines 2 and 4. The direct axis open circuit 
q d d 
transient time constant for the equivalent is found by taking 
the leg average as shovm in Equation 7.4 
Equivalent = Inv log [^(log ^d04^^ (z-^) 
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Since machines 2 and 4 are identical, the equivalent will have 
parameters half as large as the original machines except for H which 
will be doubled. 
The accepted method today for combining exciters is the log 
average method. With the first order exciter models used here,the 
reasoning for this combining technique is demonstrated in Figure 
7.3 and 7.4. In Figure 7.3 it can be seen that the assumption is 
made that the two exciters are operating in parallel and the in­
tention is to replace them in such a way as to duplicate the response as 
closely as possible. The Bode plots in Figure 7.4 show that using the 
log average of the gains and time constants yields a frequency response 
that lies equidistant from both the original exciters. This tends to 
minimize the error in the frequency response and is the basis for the 
log average method. The equations for finding the log averages of 
2. Combining the exciters 
o 
4. 
KAg = Inv log [ (log KA^ -r log KA^) J (7.5) 
The case presently under consideration is the normal case in 
which machines 2 and 4 both have the same exciter. For this case 
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KAg 
1 + sTA, 
b. 
KÂ^ 
1 + sTA. 
K^EQ 
1 + S l A ^G 
Figure 7.3. Exciter block diagram: a) original exciters for machines 
2 and 4, b) equivalent exciter 
GAIN (db 
2') 
EQUIVAL SYSTEM 
\ ! 
\ \ 
LOG L'jb 
'"EQ 
Figure 7.4. Bode plots of separate exciters and their equivalent 
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However in Chapter VIII, cases with widely different exciters will be 
investigated. 
C. Àppj-icacion or rark s 
Transformation" 
The Fortran program, shown in Appendix A, is now used to trans­
form the machine steady state voltage and current to the corresponding 
d and q axis quantities. The pertinent results are tabulated in 
Table 7.4. 
Table 7.4. 
Parameter 
Parameters of the equivalent 3-machine system, generator 
1 is system reference 
Generator 
X 
v . .  
•qO 
"qaO 
' 0  
"q 
-aO 
n 
0 . 0 9 6 9  
0.1460 
0.0608 
1.0400 
- 0 . 0 5 7 4  
1.0384 
1.1005 
0.0° 
0.5925 
0 . 8 7 2 4  
0 . 4 3 2 3  
0 . 4 4 7 9  
0 . 0 5 9 9  
1.0300 
- 0 . 5 3 0 6  
r> r-i U . OOZ.O 
1 . 3 8 4 9  
3 5 . 1 0 8 6 '  
1=2276 
i.5900 
1.2578 
1.3125 
0.1313 
1 . 0 3 0 0  
-0.6642 
0.7872 
1.6097 
43.5801= 
0.8405 
The equivalent machine is labelled as machine 2 in this 
table. 
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Before proceeding with the calculations leading to the "M" coeffi­
cients, it is important to perform the check used in Chapter VI. This 
gives confidence in the numerous calculations made up to this point. 
Using the procedure of Chapter VI the following quantities are calcu­
lated. It is to be noted that in subsequent calculations the equiva­
lent machine is defined as machine 2. 
Wa, - - 'r ^ P-
=THEV(2) • - ^ P-. 
22 22 
W(3) - - Vi + ^  V2I = p-
3 3  3 3  
ialO - %al - =XHEV(1)'^11 " P-"-
Ïa20 = (\a2 " W(2)>^22 = Iz&gBZ: P-
= 2 3 0  =  ^ a 3  -  = I K E V ( 3 ) - 3 3  =  
These currents conipare cuite closely with those found in Table 
i\ ^7- T' — •? îa r* 1' f* ^ yr\ -r» •r\>-/->/-»oorn t* rM.Tp T"H 
-Î i" T-i rr f- r* A  ^ ** r'oo'r"F*ir*"iO'n^ "Q. 
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D. Calculation of the "M" 
Coefficients 
Data for calculating the jÇl through K9 matrices and the 21 through _R 
matrices are given in Table 7.4. Applying the equations and the detailed 
procedure already employed in Chapter VIyields these matrices as shown 
in Table 7.5. 
Using the matrices in Table 7.5 and the Equations 4.41 through 4.46 
the "M" coefficients can be calculated. These are displayed in matrix 
form in Table 7.6. 
E. Finding the "A" Matrix 
Using the matrices shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 and Equation 
5.16 the "A" matrix for the normal case of the reduced 3-machine 
system can be calculated. The result is shown in Table 7.7. Note that 
the equivalent machine is shown as machine 2. 
F. Eigenvector Analysis of 
the Resulting Modes 
Now that the "A" matrix has been calculated, two of its subsets, 
the inertial matrix and the exciter matrix can be examined. The eigen­
values and eigenvectors of these two matrices will now be determined 
and compared to their counterparts from the full four machine system. 
Only the normal case will be considered in this chapter but a variety 
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ral)]t! 7.6. Tlie M] -M6 matrices for t;l\e reduced 3-macliine system 
Ml M2 M3 
2 . 3 1 3 0  
-1.7198 
- 0 . 9 2 4 9  
- 1 . 4 8 7 2  
2 . 5 8 7 3  
- 0 . 8 4 7 6  
- 0 . 8 2 5 8  
- 0 . 8 6 7 5  
1 . 7 7 2 5  
2 . 0 9 9 3  
0 . 5 4 9 8  
0 . 2 7 7 3  
-0.5082 
3 . 6 2 4 8  
-0.5376 
- 0 . 5 2 3 3  
-0.7114 
2.1120 
- 1 . 2 5 4 8  
0 . 4 3 9 3  
0.4297 
0.1665 
-2.5516 
1.5949 
0 . 0 6 7 7  
0.6104 
- 4 . 0 0 5 0  
0 . 0 2 7 5  
- 0 . 5 9 8 7  
- 1 . 0 2 2 3  
M4 
- 0 . 0 1 8 5  
0 . 9 8 0 4  
-1.1170 
-0.0090 
-0.3817 
2 . 1 3 9 3  
-0.0085 
- 0 . 0 8 3 9  
-0.0819 
0.0060 
0.1007 
-0.0074 
0.0025 
-0.0168 
0 . 0 8 9 3  
0.8240 
0 . 2 2 9 8  
0.3012 
M 
0 . 1 1 6 4  
0.7434 
0 . 3 2 8 5  
0.0458 
0.0818 
0 .4332  
Tabl. «• 7 . 7 . The par Ii tIoned "A" matrix for the base case of the equivalent 3--machine system 
The equivalent naehiiie is shown as machine 2 
J'3 ^fl_ 032 ^3 ^qi 
1' 
;2 \^|3 F FDl F FD2 ^FD3 
0 0 0 1 0 
1 
0 ' 
1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
^2 0 0 0 0 1 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^3 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-] 8 4 4 J 3  1 1 . 8 5 8 4  6 . 5 8 4 9  0 0 0 1 - 1 6 . 7 3 9 0  4 . 0 5 2 2  4.1725 0 0 0 
^2 
25 3 2 6 3  - 3 8 . 1 0 0 5  12 . 7 7 4 2  0 0 0 1 - 8 . 0 9 6 5  -53 . 3 7 9 8  10,4757 0 0 0 
57 9 1 7 8  5 3 . 0 8 1 3  -110 9 9 9 0  0 0 
1 
0 1 -17.3642 33 . 6 6 8 3  -132.2590 0 0 0 
— —  
—I-— ~ — — — — — • - - — — —• —• ~ —• -— .— —. — - - — 
— — — 
-0 0031 0.0021 0 0010 0 0 0 1 - 0 . 1 4 0 0  0 . 0 1 8 6  0.0076 0.1116 0 0 
0. 0 9 9 8  - 0 . 1 6 3 4  0 0 6 3 6  0 0 0 ' 
1 
0 . 0 7 3 2  -0 . 4 2 5 3  0 . 1 0 1 7  0 0.1667 0 
0. 1 7 3 6  0 . 1 8 9 6  -0 3 6 3 2  0 0 0 1 0.0730 0 . 2 7 0 8  - 0 . 6 8 0 0  0 0 0.1698 
^FDl 
0. 8 4 2 1  - 0 . 5 9 5 9  -0. 2 4 6 2  0 0 0 1 - 8 2 . 3 9 6 8  -11 . 6 3 6 4  - 4 . 5 8 4 5  -1 0 0 
^FD2 8. 3 8 6 7  - 1 0 . 0 6 6 8  1. 6 8 0 2  0 0 0 1 1 
- 2 2 . 9 7 6 9  -74 3 3 7 4  - 8 . 1 8 4 0  0 -1 0 
^FD3 8. 1 9 4 1  0 . 7 4 1 2  -8. 9 3 5 2  0 0 0 ' 1 
-30.1213 -32 8 4 7 1  - 4 3 . 3 2 2 4  0 0 -1 
vO ho 
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1. Inertial modes from the decoupled "A" matrix 
Decoupling the "A" matrix along the partition lines shown in Table 
7.7 provides both the inertial and exciter matrices as previously 
defined. Selecting a. library computer routine and finding the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the inertial matrix produces the 
results shown in Table 7.8. The equivalent is represented by machine 2. 
Table 7.8, 
Variables 
Eigenvectors of the inertial matrix for the equivalent 
3-machine svstem 
Eigenvalues (r/s) 
0 + j6.8100 0 + i l l .0076 
0 + j0.0749 
0 + j0.1468 
0 + j0.0535 
-0.5103 + jO 
1.0000 2 jO 
0 . 3 6 4 0 +  j O  
0 + j0.0044 
0 + j0.0126 
0  +  j 0 . 0 9 0 8  
-0.0480 2 jO 
- 0 . 1 3 9 1  +  j O  
1.0000 -4- jO 
When the values for the reduced case in Table 7.8 are compared 
to the original values in Table 6.31 it is apparent that machines 2 
and 4 are indeed very coherent. The mode shapes match almost 
exactly and it is clear that very little information concerning the 
inertial response has been lost by combining the two machines. This 
provides corroboration and validity to the use of the Ml coefficients 
in establicnin? inertial coherencv. 
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2. Exciter modes from the decoupled "A" matrix 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the exciter matrix, shown in the 
lower right quadrant of Table 7.7, are shown in Table 7.9. The 
equivalent is represented as machine 2. 
Comparing the values in Table 7.9 to the values for the full 
4-machine system shown in Table 6.41 reveal that the exciter modes 
have been altered considerably. An analysis of this case and other 
cases covering a wide range of exciters is contained in the next 
chapter. 
Table 7.9. Eigenvectors of the exciter matrix for the equivalent 3-machine system, base case 
\'ar iables 
V^-
''q3 
i: 
I'D L 
'FD2 
I'D ) 
Eigenvalues (v/s) 
-O'.ÏÏôyVVJz'.'/^ ir'' -0.6196 + j2'.8041 -0.6356 +"j3.8387 
-0.0031 4 i0.0050 
0.0038 + 1 0 . 0 1 2 0  
- 0 . 0 0 3 8  4  j 0 . 0 6 9 2  
- 0 . 0 8 9 6  4  j 0 . 0 9 8 2  
-0.1836 4 j0.0648 
1.0000 4 jO 
-0.0064 + j0.0388 
0.0052 + j0.0325 
0.0189 + j0.0030 
1.0000 + jO 
-0.5621 + j0.0656 
-0.0485 4- j0.2784 
-0.0030 4- 1 0 . 0 1 3 1  
-0.0037 + j0.0431 
-0.0026 + j0.0410 
0.4631 + 1 0 . 0 3 4 0  
1.0000 ± j0.9335 
0.9335 + j0.0040 vo 
Ln 
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VIII. REDUCTION AND MODAL ANALYSIS 
OF THE EXCITER MATRIX 
In Chapter VTT it was seen that combining the two inertially 
coherent machines resulted in the elimination of one of two very 
similar modes. It had little effect on the remaining inertial modes. 
However, for the exciter modes, the reduction had a much more drastic 
outcome. None of the original exciter modes were similar and, after 
the reduction, the remaining; mode shapes were considerably altered. 
In this chapter a technique to determine the proper exciter mode 
LO BE eliminated is developed. This medal reduction process will then 
be examined for useful insights that can provide improvements in the 
reduction technique that is in common use today. Finally, the results 
will be tested in a number of different cases employing exciters with 
verv different parameters. 
A. Modes Present Before 
Reduction 
8.1. Note that the exciter gains and time constants for the coherent 
machines 2 and i- are che onlv Darameters chac are varied in this 
Dj.e. caou^ac^on or tine eigenvalues ror eacn cas 
the exciter matrix of the full four machine system, is shown in Table 
8.2. As a sample, the eigenvectors for case 10 are shown in 
l'abJe f-!.!. l'.xcltcr value;; t;o be examined 
Case Kv\ TAj KA^ TA^ 
lia.se 100 1.0 100 1.0 
1 100 1.0 200 1.0 
2 100 1.0 50 1.0 
3 100 1.0 100 1.2 
4 100 1.0 100 0.5 
!) 100 1.0 100 1.0 
6 100 1.0 100 1.0 
7 100 1.0 100 1.0 
8 100 1.0 100 1.0 
9 100 1.0 100 0.15 
1.0 100 1.0 100 2.15 
L1 100 1.0 20 1.0 
12 100 1.0 200 1.0 
L3 100 1.0 20 2.15 
14 100 1.0 200 0.15 
TA» KA, 'J'A, 
J 4 
100 1.0 100 1.0 
100 1.0 100 1.0 
100 1.0 100 1.0 
100 1.0 100 1.0 
100 1.0 100 1.0 
100 1.0 200 1.0 
100 1.0 50 1.0 
100 1.0 100 1.2 
100 1.0 100 0.5 
100 1.0 100 2.15 
100 1.0 100 0.15 
100 1.0 200 1.0 
100 1,0 20 1.0 
100 1.0 200 0.15 
100 1.0 20 2.15 
T.ib  U-  H.2 .  ]• ; j  j ;c>nv; iJ  nos  ( r / . ' s )  f rom the;  exci ter  matr ix  of  the  4-machine  sys tem 
i:]genvalues 
Casi '  Machine  Macl i inc  2  Machine  1  Machine  4  
hase •-(). 8664 t 12 . / , 5 J I  2  -0 . 8 4  5 4  4 - .12 . 6 8 3 3  - - 0  . 6 3 1 1  4  .i2 . 8 2 2 1  -0 . 6 3 5 7  4- .13, . 8 4 1 3  
J - 0 . W 5 9 /  4  ; y-' .4')',:) -0 . 7 8 6 ( 1  4  .1 3 . 0 8 5 0  -0 . 6 3 7 4  4- 12 . 8 5 6 0  -0 . 6 9 5 9  4- j4 . 6 6 9 8  
2 -o.a.'ji'i 1 : ^ 5 9 7  •1) . 8 4 : !  3  I  • 9 . ( ) 0 0 5  -0 . 6 4 8 8  4 .12 . 8 3 3 6  -0 . 6 3  ) 5  •h j3. ,011 1 
3 -0.fi623 I • j:^  .4: ! 4 4  . 7 7 5 6  4  • 2 . 5 3  1 . 3  -0 . 6444 4- .12 . 8 2 2 4  -0 .  6 1 3  1  4- .13. ,  7 4 ! i 3  
4 -0.860) 1; : J . 4 5 6 6  -0 . 8 9 ( , 7  4 - j3 .  ]  3 7 4  -0, , 6 3 6 9  4- j2 . 8 4 8 1  -1 . 0 8 5 0  4  j/'. 5 7 1 6  
5 - 0 . W 5 9 7  4  j ^ . 4 7 / 5  -0, . 7 0 9 6  4  .1 2, , 7 3 9 1  -0. 7 2 1 6  4- 3.: 1.425 --0, , 6 8 7 8  4  j4. 7417 
6 - 0 . H 5 2 7  4  .12, . 5 1 0 9  -0, ,8448 1- i 2, , 0 3 8 2  -0. 6 4 4 8  4- 12 . 7 3 3 0  -0. 6 3 6 4  4- j3. 5 9 7 5  
7 - 0 . H 4 8 6  4 , 4 ]  5 3  -0. 8 2 ! ) 6  -r j 2 . . 5 9 6 0  -0. 6 0 5 1  4- j2. . 7 7 8 1  -0. 612 1 4- .13. 7 4 0 0  
8 - 0 . W 6 3 7  4- ^ 7 9 4  -0. 8 1 H 9  +  : 3. 1671 --0. 7010 4- j2. , 7501 -1. 0 9 5 2  4- .14. 6 5 0 8  
9 - 0 . 5 9 6 3  4 .12. 0 2 4 4  -0. 7 4 3 0  4 ;  :2. 5 4 8 5  -0. 6 6 5 3  4- .13, , 0 7 4 7  — 3 • 5 4 0 0  4- .17. 4 2 8 3  
10 - 0 . 5 8 7 0  4 ;  .il- 9 6 8 2  -0. 7 8 9 3  +  ; 2. 5 1 9 4  -0. 6 4 1 6  4- .13 1132 -3. 5 2 6 7  ± -17. 6 3 8 7  
.11 - 0 . H 2 7 7  4- .11- 2 8 7 2  -0. 8 1 4 4  4  .12. 5 0 2 8  -0. 6 2 5 3  4- .13. 0173 -0. 7114 ± j'"'-6154 
12 - 0 . 8 1 5 3  1 - .il. 3 2 0 9  - 0 . 7 9 7 7  f  .12. 5 3 3 9  -0. 6 4 0 8  4- j2. 9 5 7 9  -0. 7 2 4 9  4- j4. 5 2 8 1  
13 - 0 . 5 5 8 7  4 ;  .iO. 8 8 7 2  -0. 8030 4 :|2. 5169 -0. 6 2 3 2  4 13. 0 6 9 7  -3. 5 5 9 6  4- ill .2116 
14 - 0 . 5 4 3 7  ±  JO. 9 1 4 6  -0. 7 8 7 5  +  .12. 5 3 4 5  -0. 6 3 5 5  4- j3. 0 4 0 0  -3. 5 7 7 9  ± -110 . 9 1 8 9  
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It is interesting to note that, even with the wide changes in the 
exciter gains and time constants, the eigenvalues are still quite 
comparable and easily identifiable. As shoT-m in T^hle 8.2. each of the 
eigenvalues is predominantly associated with one machine and that 
association continues over the wide range of cases. It is interesting 
to note that wide differences in the time constants and TA^ tends to 
raise the highest exciter frequency. 
B. Modal Reduction of the 4-Machine 
Exciter Matrix 
The exciter matrix is placed in equation form as shown in Equation 
8.1. For modal reduction purposes the exciter matrix is reduced from 
an 8x8 to a 6x6 matrix by combining the elements pertaining to machines 
2 and 4. This procedure begins with Equation 8.2 where two columns in 
the exciter matrix have been eliminated. This was done by defining 
A p: A i' K- A f s p' 
"_o/, -OVA n'y nà M- n • -1- "• I \ 
^FD24 ^?D2 "FD4 
This constrains the field flux linkages of the d axes of the coherent 
machines to be equal. With this assumption it is possible to combine 
like terms within the macrix and eliminate two columns. 
The next ste^ is tc add the f.-.-c rc./s containing E' and combine qZ4 
like terms. The two rows containing E^_„, are added in the same 
r D 2 4  
manner. The desired 6x6 matrix, shown in Equation 8.3, is thus 
obtainad. l-le note that this procedure, as evidenced bv the 1/2 
'V,. 
-1 
^D2^^23 
''d3^ '^ 33 
'V,, 
.KA^i:A;',t6|^ -KA,TA^1M6^3 
' ' 'R I)2 --K,\ TA''^ M().^  ^ -KA^TA^'Mf,^:, 
1'1)3 -KAjl'A-'nf,,,^  -KA TA'^MGj] 
-KA,TA7^M6. ,  4 4 41 -KA.TAV^MG,-4 4 4 /.. 
-KA.TAT^MG, „  
4 4 4 i 
-1 
-1 
d3 
"\A ' 'e l l  0 0 0 '^ qi 
0 0 0 K;,2 
"3]/ ,  0 0 Td3 0 
'(P 
"344 0 0 0 ^d4 
-TA;1 0 0 0 I^'Dl 
,ÏA-^ M(,,, 0 -TA-^ 0 0 
^J'D2 
JÏA-HIC,, 0 0 
-TA3' 0 
'^rD3 
4"4^"''44 0 0 
0 -TA?! 4 '^']'D4 
( 8 . 1 )  
1 L s ) 
''q24 'd J (" '42 
''l D1 -KA TA" '"'>11 -kajTA;' (HO^^IHO,,^) 
'in 2 4 -KA^TA-'HO,, -KAyTA^^ <"0,^'-M024> 
K l'!)3 -KAjlA- "Si  
'l 024 -KA^TA; ""41 
'h l"h3 0 0 '.',1 
0 
'^ 'd2 0 Tr * 
0 0 
•^ 'd3 
q24 
rr ' 
•'d"J®/,3 0 'd: 0 
q3 
~KA^TA~HI6^ 2  -TA^ 0 0 
^FDl 
•«2"2'Mf>23 0 -TA-J 0 '^'FD24 
-KA TA^^Môgj 0 0 -1 -TA 
EFD3 
-KA,TAT^M6, „ 
4 4 4 3 
0 -1 -TA, 
4 
0 
( 8 . 2 )  
% 
'•••,' ?/, 
'q3 
= -
y  
FDl. 
' ' ' F D 2 A  
i r  
I ' D  3  
- • ]  
(§) *:>' '''•< :! <"322+"^ 2/,' <'fd2'-"2 ) 4> 
0 
0 
'd:i"^ 51 
-KA TAj H6jj 
(:-{)(KA2T,-'M62, 
-KA ï a ! |  H6 j j  
' ("3/, 2«'44>' 
r;;,(M332+M33,,) ^d3 
-KA^TA^^ (M6^g4M6^ -KA^TA^ •TA, 
(-j^ )[KA,,TA^ (M62^ M62^  ^ (-^ )(KA2TA2^ M62^  0 (-Y)(TA2^ +TA^ )^ 0 
HKA^'IA/XMG^ Z+MG^^)] +KA4TA; M643) 
-KA^TA^^ -KA^TA^^MÔ^^ -TA. 
(8.3) 
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multipliers shown in Equation 8.3, has essentially performed an arith­
metic average of the matrix terms associated with the coherent machines 
2 and 4. 
1. Arithmetic averaging of the exciter matrix terms 
Using the equation for the exciter matrix shown in Equation 8.3, 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each case have been calculated. 
The eigenvalues are shown in Table 8.3 and, after examination of the 
eigenvectors, have been identified with the corresponding mode from the 
unreduced system. 
Upon comparing this table with Table 8.2 it is apparent that the 
exciter mode associated with machine 2 has been eliminated. Examina­
tion of the reduced eigenvectors (see sample in Appendix C) shows 
very little change in the retained mode shapes. The mode shape for the 
eliminated mode, mode 2, shora in Table 6.41, indicates that this mode 
is predominant only in the coherent machines 2 and 4. However, the 
other mode that ic ccncidcrci as a pcssitl'' fnr- p"-i-plna tion. 
mode 4. is also strongly associated with machines 1 and 3. Conse­
quently. the proper mode was eliminated and the reduced model should 
This procedure, therefore, has acconiplishea the desired result. 
Based on the constraints of equal d axis flux linkage and equal field 
voltages, a particular mode has been eliminated and the remaining 
modes have not beer, significantly altered. The precise nature of this 
—ode elicinntion is the reason for terminz this procedure a "modal 
T a b l e .  8 . 3 .  E i g e n v a l u e s  ( r / s )  f i : o m  t h e .  l u o d a l l y  r e d u c e d  e x c . l t e r  m a t r i x  w i t h  a r i t h m e t i c  
a v e r a g i n g  o f  t h e  m a t r i x  t : e r m s  
Case 
Machii; e '3 
!•: Igcnvalues 
Mcc:liine 1 Machine e quivaien 
tkiS'.i -0 .86R0 1 .12 . 4536  -0 . 6187  ± .12 8084  -0 .6360  •1- . 13  . 8416  
] 
-0 .8457  j  ,12 . 4V18  "0 .6 .178  -1;  J2  .8919  -0 .6592  •t  . 4849  
2 -0 .88U7 1 . i 2  . 3859  -0 . 6 :32  +  : ] 2  . 7186  -0 .6188  •t- , 13  . 5457  
3 -0 .6667  f 12 . 4367  -0 . 6 (92  •I-  )2 7846  -0.6051 1- j 3  .7411 
/, -0 .8545  1;  .12 . 5017  -0 6<!  59  -1 i2 8909  -0 .8722  •h .14 . 4523  
3 -0 .8453  1;  .12 4843  -0 . 61  68  •I;  j 2  9062  -0.6606 f - .14 5192  
6 •0.8831 •!; 12 3894  -0 6^ 28  :l- j2 6963  -0 .6168  1 j3 5356  
7 -0.8674 I- .12 4384  -0 6090  .12 7789  -0 .6046  I- J3 7365  
8 
-0.8545 1; .12 4' . '33  -0 6/26  1-. .12 9056  -0.8755 •)- .14 4873  
9 -0 .8289  1- ,)2 5281  -0 6542  .12 9625  -1 .9225  t  J6 .4553  
10 -0.8349 I- .i2 5103  -0 6 / 3 7  ± .12. 9842  -1.9271 f  j6  6214  
" 
-0.8600 1 , )  2 .4 .572  -0 6]  78  ± .12. 8572  -0.6449 j4 0026  
12 -0. 8i646 .j2. 4754 -0. 6183  ± J 2 .  8114 -0.6397 f ,13. 9439  
L3 -0 .8262  <2 .j2. 5057 -0. 6; ; .52  
-12. 9981  -1 .9542  i- j9. 1747 
14 
-0.8210 1- .)2. 5236  -0. 6:120  ± .)2. 9762  -1 .9526  f 18. 9172  
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reduction". 
The modal reduction procedure will now be used to develop insights 
that might provide a way to improve the existing conventional tech­
nique of combining exciters. Equation 8.3 indicates that arithmetic 
averaging of the exciter gains and of the reciprocals of the exciter 
time constants may yield a better result than the logarithmic averaging 
currently used in the conventional reduction. That indication will 
be tested throughout the rest of this chapter. 
2. Logarithmic averaging used in the modal reduction 
In this approach the exciter gains and time constants for machines 
2 and 4 are replaced with their logarithmic averages. The same 
modal reduction, as shown in Equation 8.3, is then performed. The 
eigenvalues of the resulting reduced exciter matrix are shown in 
Table 8.4. 
3. Comparison 
The original modal frequencies shora in Table 8.2 will now be 
compared to Table 8.3 for the normal modal reduction and to Table 
8.4 for the modal reduction using logarithmic averages. Careful 
scrutiny of these eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors show 
little difference in the first eight mses. In these cases only one 
parameter is varied, and there is little difference between the arith­
metic and logarithmic averages. 
However, in the last six cases, the exciter gains and time constants 
Table 8.4. Eigenvalues (r/s) iiroin tiie moclally reduced excitei' matrix with logarithmic 
averaging of exc.itei: galas and time constants 
Case. 
Macliliio 3 Maclilnf Î 1 Machine equivalent 
Base -0 .8680 H- .12 .4536 -0.6187 + .12 .  8084 -0 .6360 4- j3.8416 
1 -0.8481 -I- 12 .4851 -0.6176 + .12 .8896 -0 .6  S 70 4- j  4 .  3903 
2 -0 .8816 H- j2 .3667 -0.6292 + .12 .6853 -0.6149 4- j3.4962 
3 -0 .8669 H- j2 .4367 -0. 6086 -I- O 
CO 
-0.6035 + j3.7342 
4 -0 .8569 4- .12, .4935 -0.6424 + :i2 .8885 -0.8305 + j4. 3638 
5 -0 .8481 -f  .12,  .4851 -0.62 76 -1  .12 .8896 -0.6370 4-  j  4. 3903 
6 -0 .8816 i- .12.  .3667 -0 .6292 + .12 .6853 -0.6149 4- j  3.4962 
7 -0 .8669 H- .12. ,4367 -0.6086 ± j2 .  7804 -0.6035 4-  j3.7342 
8 -0.8569 -1- .12.  ,4935 -0.6424 + j2, .8885 -0.8305 + j4.3638 
9 -0 .8483 H- .12. 5052 -0.6475 + .12.  .9212 -1.0073 4-  j  4. 7818 
10 -0 .8483 -1- .1 2. 5052 -0 .  6475 4- -12. ,9212 -1.0073 4-  j4 .  7818 
11 -0.8761 -1- .12.  3186 -0.6361 ± ,12.  6446 -0 .6105 + j3.4258 
12 
-0.8761 .12.  3186 -0.6361 4 .12. . 6446 -0.6105 + j3.4258 
;i3 -0 .8935 •1- .12. 4969 -0.6904 + .12.  8364 -0 .9192 4- j3 .  9149 
14 _ -0 ,8935 -1- J..2, 49M -0.6904 ± J2. ,8364 -0.9192 ± 13.9149 
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for the coherent machines are varied over a wider range. This produces 
a substantial difference between the results obtained with the 
arithmetic and logarithmic averaging of the exciter constants. The 
results clearly favor the original matrix reduction involving the 
arithmetic averaging of the matrix terms. This is especially evident 
in the cases involving a wide range of exciter time constants. In 
that instance a heavily damped mode appears at the upper end of the 
exciter frequency range. The constraints of the modal reduction indi­
cates that this mode should be retained in the reduced model. It is clea 
therefore, that the arithmetic averaging method approximates both the 
damping and the frequency of this mode to a much greater degree than 
the logarithmic averaging method. While the retention of a heavily 
damped higher frequency mode would seem to have little effect on a 
time solution of the system, it is important not to replace that mode 
with a lighter damped lower frequency mode that was not present in the 
solution of the original system. 
C. Conventional Reduction 
Although the modal reduction technique is useful for gaining 
insight into the effects of reduction, it is difficult to apply 
directly to transient stcbi l i )"y studies. The most common type of 
reduction performed is the conventional reduction demonstrated in 
Chapter VII. In this section the results of the modal reduction are 
used CO provide insights which may be useful in per forming the con­
ventional reduction. These results have demonstrated the suoerioritv o 
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arithmetic averaging to logarithmic averaging in approximating the 
dynamic performance of the original system. This is especially true 
in cases involving a wide difference in exciter time constants. This 
idea will be tested on the reduced conventional model developed in 
Chapter VII. 
1, Arithmetic averaging 
The ^  and ^  matrices are obtained from the conventional reduction 
performed in Chapter VII. Then, using the arithmetic averages for the 
exciter constants of machine. 2 and machine 4, the exciter matrix is 
formed according to Equation 5.16. The eigenvalues for the cases under 
consideration are shown in Table 8.5. A sample of the mode shapes is 
contained in Appendix C. 
As noted in Chapter VII, the conventional reduction has a much more 
drastic effect of the modal frequencies and mode shapes than the modal 
reduction. The order of magnitude of the frequencies associated with 
uicichltics 1 and 3 has beer. rcvcr£3c as by ovamining the mode 
shspss ir. Tables 6.41 and 7.9. Further distortion has occurred since 
all of the modes of the conventionally reduced model are predominantly 
associated with machine 1, while in the original system only two of 
the modes are strongly connected with machine 1. On the other hand, 
while the modes from the original system have been distorted by this 
reduction, it is still apparent that the same mode has been eliminated 
as in the medal reduction. 
It is also observed in Table 8.5 that, for the cases involving 
Table 8.5. Eif.envalues (r/s) fj-oin 
averaging 
Case 
^iachîn^^ 1 
Base -0 
ii 
± -12 .8041 
L -0 .6184 ± .8965 
2 -0 .6235 ± -12 .  7019 
] 
-0, .6097 ± j2 .  7771 
4 -0, .6459 h 2 .895 7 
5  -0, .6184 ± -12 .8965 
6 
-0, ,6235 •f; j2 ,  .7019 
7 -0. ,6097 .12, .7771 
8 -0. 6459 ;(• j2, ,8957 
9 -0. 5500 I- -12. ,9725 
10 -0. 6500 
-12. 9725 
11 -0. 6] 95 ± -12. 8315 
12 "0.6195 + :i2, 831') 
13 -0. 6455 ± J2. 9751 
] /< "0 » 6455 •t 12, ,  9751 
conventionally reduced exciter matrix with artihmetic 
Eigenvalues 
Machine 3 Machine equivalent 
-0.8675 ± j2.4540 
-0.8445 + j2 .4874 
-0.8818 + j2.3884 
-0.8668 + J2,4380 
-0.8532 + j2.4969 
-0,8445 + j2.4874 
-0.8818 + j2.3884 
-0.8668 + j2.4380 
-0.8532 + j2.4969 
-0.8307 + j2.5172 
-0.8307 + ,12.5172 
-0.8612 + j2.4659 
-0.8612 + j2.4559 
-0.8290 ± j2.5161 
-0.8290 + j2.5161 
-0.6356 + j3.8387 
-0.6597 + j4.4977 
-0.6173 + j3.5391 
-0.6045 + j3.7363 
-0.8735 + j4.4651 
-0.6597 + j4.4977 
-0.6173 + j3.5391 
-0.6045 + j3.7363 
-0.8735 + j4.4651 
-1.9251 + 16.5317 
-1.9251 + j6.5317 
-0.6420 + j3.9697 
-0.6420 + j3.9697 
-1.9312 + j6.8620 
-1.9312 + j6.8620 
M O 
VÛ 
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widely different exciter time constants, the same heavily damped higher 
frequency mode appears. Therefore, the conventional reduction has re­
tained the proper Tnode although with - m u c h  more distortion in ? 1 1  m o d e  
shapes than occurred in the modal reduction. 
2. Logarithmic averaging 
The exciter matrix of the conventional reduction is now formed 
with the logarithmic average of the exciter gains and time constants. 
The eigenvalues for all cases are shown in Table 8.6 and a sample of 
the eigenvectors are shown in Appendix C. As with the arithmetic 
averaging,the frequencies are shifted and the mode shapes altered. The 
proper mode is retained but with much less damping and a much lower 
frequency than occurred in the original system. This mode also shows 
much lower damping and frequency than occurred in the reduction using 
arithmetic averaging. 
T a b J  t '  8 . 6 .  E t g e n v ; i l u e  ( r / s )  f r c m i  t h  ?  c o n v e t i t l o n a l l y  r e d u c e d  
a v e r a p . l n g  
. .  Ei genvalues 
Machine 1 Machine 3 
Ba.sc' -0.6196 f- j2 .8041 -0.8675 + 32 .4540 
1 -0.6187 j2 .8867 -0.8472 + j2 .4847 
2 -0 .6265 f j2 .6794 -0.8817 + j2 .3677 
3 -0 .6092 f- j2 .7 757 -0 .8667 + j2 .4372 
4 -0.6440 H j2 .8856 -0.8557 + j2 .4932 
5 -0.6187 4- j2 .8867 -0.8472 + j2, .4847 
6 -0 .6265 j2 .6794 -0.8817 + j2, .3677 
7 -0 .6092 + j2 .7 757 -0.8667 + j2, .4372 
8 -0.6440 1- j2, .8856 -0.8557 4- j2.4932 
9 -0.6491 1- j2, .9189 -0.8469 + j2.5044 
10 -0 .6491 1- j2. ,9189 -0,8469 + 12. 5044 
11 -0.6364 1- .i2, ,6384 -0 .8762 + .12. 3196 
12 -0 .6364 f- j2. ,6384 -0.8762 + j2. 3196 
13 -0 .6931 h j2. 8323 -0.8918 + .12. 4975 
14 -0 .6931 t- j2. 8323 -0.8918 + j2. 4975 
iter matrix with logarithmic 
Machine equivalent 
-0 .6356 + j3.8387 
-0.6568 + j4 .3860 
-0.6144 + j3.4948 
-0.6032 + j3.7318 
-0.8301 + j4.3595 
-0.6568 + j4.3860 
-0.6144 + j3.4948 
-0.6032 + j3.7318 
-0.8301 + j4.3595 
-1.0070 + j4.7767 
-1.0070 + j4.7767 
-0.6101 + j3.4248 
-0.6101 + j3.4248 
-0.9182 + j3.9112 
-0.9182 + j3.9112 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Main Contributions 
1. Extension of the "Heffron-Phillips" model 
As sho\\m in Chapter IV, this research has developed an extended 
"Heffron-Phillips" model which is applicable to a general power system 
with an arbitrary number of generators, and which takes into account 
network resistances. This is a linearized model in which the generators 
are represented by the one-axis model and the network and loads are 
represented by constant impedances. A group of constants, called the "M" 
coefficients are derived which relate the torque, E^, and terminal 
voltage of each machine to the rotor angles and E^'s of the various 
machines. These coefficients provide much insight into the intermachine 
interactions, and are potentially useful in many applications. In this 
investigation they have been used as a tool for determining and 
analyzing coherency. 
2. Decoupling of the inertial and exciter modes 
In Chapter V certain operations on the system "A" matrix are 
explored. Modal analysis of the matrix reveals that some of the modal 
frequencies are strongly associated with the generators' w variables, 
-.7  ^  ^ -V- T.n ^  ri t"Vio ? ! i _i L ^  V L. I 1 C i I I 1, JL V— VJ 11 V_ v_- O  ^ V W w  ^w * * — — » « -n- J 
s:  u  
variables. The former are the system's inertial modes of oscillation, 
and the latter are the exciter modes. 
The strength of the coupling between the inertial and exciter modal 
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frequencies was investigated. By partitioning the "A" matrix, a subset 
was designated the "inertial matrix" which accounts for the inertial 
effects, and another subset was designated the "exciter matrix" which 
accounts for the exciter effects. It was found that the modal 
frequencies obtained from the partitioned matrices compare quite 
favorably with those obtained from the original, and complete, "A" 
matrix. This suggests that the system's inertial and exciter 
frequencies can be decoupled into independent groups. 
3. Establishing inertial coherency 
The "Ml" coefficients, a subset of the "M" coefficients which 
are analogous to the familiar synchronizing power coefficients, are 
contained in the inertial matrix. A technique using the "Ml" 
coefficients to establish inertial coherency is developed in Chapter 
V. This technique does not require time solutions or eigenvectors but 
involves analyzing the coupling and resulting frequencies of oscillation 
bct'.'ecn mzchinss. ir sc rp-nnpnrv of conereuL machines to 
"swing together" can be determined with a minimum amount of computation. 
The analysis requires establishing different reference generators. In 
the 4-mschine test syste- each generator was alternately used as ref­
erence. However, in a large system, it should suffice to perform these 
calculations employing only a few lar^e generators, remote from the fault 
location, as system reference. 
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4. Exciter reduction 
The modes and mode shapes of the exciter matrix in a given power 
system may all be distinct and show no evidence of coherency. When 
some of the inertial modes are coherent, and modal reduction is to be 
used to combine the inertially coherent generators, a similar procedure 
is needed to combine their exciters, even though they are not coherent. 
In Chapter VIII a modal reduction procedure was developed that resulted 
in the removal of the mode of oscillation occurring almost entirely be­
tween the two exciters to be combined. The remaining modes and mode 
shapes were hardly affected. This procedure was developed by using the 
mathematical constraints of coherency to reduce the exciter matrix. It 
resulted in taking the arithmetic average of terms in the rows and columns 
pertaining to the inertially coherent machines. Use of this technique 
provides information on what the ideal reduction would accomplish, and can 
be used as a criterion against which a conventional reduction can be 
judged. 
Development of the modal reduction procedure provided insights 
which were successfully incorporated into the conventional reduction 
method. Conventional exciter reductions normally use the logarithmic 
average of the exciter gains and time constants as shown in Chapter 
VII and reference 5. However, the reduction indicated that 
arithmetic averaging of the exciter gains and of che reciprocals of the 
exciter time constants was appropriate. Changing the averaging tech­
nique was easily adapted within the overall framework, cf the conventional 
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B. Numerical Results 
The extended "Heffron-Phillips" model was applied to a 4-machine 
calculated. The "A" matrix was partitioned yielding the inertial and 
exciter matrices which were then examined by modal analysis. When 
this analysis was compared to the modal analysis of the "A" matrix as a 
whole it became clear that the system could be decoupled into inde­
pendent inertial and exciter subsets. 
The test for inertial coherency was applied to this system and 
showed that two of the four generators are coherent. This coherency 
was then corroborated by examining the eigenvectors of the inertial 
matrix. The two machines exhibited inertial coherency by the similarity 
of their modal frequencies and respective mode shapes. While combining 
these two machines into an equivalent machine would eliminate one of 
these modes, the resultant time solution of a disturbance remote from 
T.TY- \^  1  1  /4  C /- \T .T 1  T A  T ÛT*T* /^T"  
The two inertially coherent machines were then combined into a 
conventional equivalent machine, reducing the test system to a 3-
generator system in Chapter VII. The "M" coefficients and "A" matrix 
were formed for the resulting 3-machine system, and modal analysis was 
performed on the inertial and exciter matrices to determine which 
modes were lost by the system reduction, and to what extent the mode 
shapes were altered. The results showed that the inertial subsystems 
combined quite nicely, x-.âth one of the two similar modes eliminated 
and the remaining modes and mode shapes left intact. In the exciter 
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matrix one mode was eliminated and the remaining modes and mode shapes 
were considerably altered. 
In Chapter VIII the modal reduction was tested on the exciter 
matrix of the 4-raachine system. The result was the elimination of 
the inter-exciter mode of the two inertially coherent machines with 
very little effect on the remaining exciter modes and mode shapes. 
The arithmetic averaging technique employed in the modal reduction was 
adapted for the conventional exciter reduction method. A number of cases 
using different combinations of exciter gains and time constants were 
performed in which both the logarithmic and arithmetic averaging 
techniques were used. The results of the exciter reductions favored 
arithmetic averaging, especially in cases of widely different time 
constants. 
C. Discussion 
1. Theory versus test system results 
The extended "Heffron-Phillips" model performed quite well on the 
test system. It produced the "M" coefficients which provided sub­
stantial insight into the intermachine relationships and coupling of the 
four generators. 
The conventional generaroT reduction technique performed precisely 
on the inertial portion but not so well for the exciters. The modal 
reduction method was developed to provide a criterion by which exciter 
reduction could be judged. This method did provide a clear idea of 
what constitutes a desirable exciter equivalent. It also indicated an 
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improvement which was tried on the conventional reduction method. 
Many cases employing the conventional method were examined using 
different combinations of exciter gains and time constants. They 
showed that both the modal frequencies and mode shapes were better 
approximated using arithmetic instead of logarithmic averaging. This 
validated the prediction inferred by the modal reduction technique. 
2. Suggestions for further study 
Further study based on this research is indicated in several 
areas. One area of interest is the need to describe the effect of 
fault location on generator coherency. If this effect could be quanti­
fied as a function of the "M" coefficients it would make possible 
the combining of generators close to the fault a routine matter. 
Another area worth exploring is the sensitivity of the "M" 
coefficients to varying generator operating points and network condi­
tions. If two machines are coherent it would be useful to know the 
figuration before loss of coherency. This would eliminate the need for 
computing new generator equivalents for every system change. 
The use of more complicated exciter models could also provide an 
extension of this work. More effective methods of combining advanced 
exciter models may possibly be developed by using the modal analysis 
 ^  ^ -T  ^  ^  ^ T.*  ^  ^ T T L . C U U C I .  V  ^  . 1 .  .  
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XII. APPENDIX A 
A. One Machine Against an Infinite Bus with 
Park's Transformation 
In Chapter III, Equations 3.6-3.8 define the internal variables of 
a synchronous machine. These variables are generated from the 
stator quantities by use of a modified Park's transformation. This 
transformation P_ is orthogonal, power invariant, and features the 
d axis leading the q axis by 90° as shown in Figure 12.1. Chapter 4 in 
reference 38 discusses this technique in detail. 
1. The "Heffron-Phillips" model 
The Heffron-Phillips model results from describing a synchronous 
generator with the linearized one-axis model connected to an infinite 
bus (Figure 12.2). Excellent development of this subject is given 
in references 33, 34 and 38. 
2. Fortran program 
The following Fortran program applies Park's transformation to 
the stator quantities and calculates the Heffron-Phillips constants. 
The conventions and equations are the same as used in Chapters 4 and ô 
of reference 38. The program, based upon one machine against an 
-infinite bus. also calculates the voltage behind transient reactance, 
the power synchronizing coefficient, the regulated and unregulated 
synchronous torque, various frequencies and damping ratios defined in 
the documentation, flux linkages, coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomials for the regulated and unregulated cases, Routh's criterion 
q AXIS 
d AXIS 
DIRECTION 
OF ROTATION 
a  AXIS 
b AXIS 
igure 12.1. Pictorial diagram of a synchronous generator 
W 
Ta 'e = \ ^ 
V 
igure 12.2. One machine against an infinite bus 
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analysis, the maximum and minimum regulator gain permissable for 
stability, and the eigenvalues for the regulated and unregulated 
cases. 
DOCUMENTATION 
The input quantities are numbered and defined below: 
1. Pg, power supplied by the generator in per unit 
2. PHI, power factor angle at machine terminals in degrees. 
A negative sign infers leading power factor 
3. X J d 
4. x' d 
5. X q 
6. r, 
7. 
8. R 
e 
9. X 
e 
T y 
armature resistance 
11. D, damping constant 
12. K_. exciter sain 
t,' 
T t-*ÎTno Î CCL H Q 
14. T' , d-axis transient ooen circuit time constant in seconds dO 
15. V^, when known, the per unit terminal voltage will be punched 
in the 15th position on the input cards. Urien unknown, 0. 
will be punched in the 15th position on the input cards. 
If unknown, will be calculated and printed out as numbe: 
22 of the outDut. 
16 
Th 
1 .  
2 .  
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 
1 "7 
IS 
19 
20 
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V^ , when known, the per unit infinite bus voltage will be 
punched in the 16th position on the input cards. The 
printout would then show as number 15 of the input. 
When unknown, 0. will be punched in the 16th position 
or. the input cards. If will be calculated 
and printed out as number 22 of the output. 
computer output lists the results in the following order. 
I 
a 
I 
r 
I 
X 
PF, power factor 
o-p, in degrees 
'd 
V q 
•/3 V = V 
q q 
:d 
yï T = T 
- -X 
I 
q 
'3  Id = id 
E, per unit stator equivalent EMF corresponding to i^ 
-F  *  -F  
"AD 
"i 
'•q 
'^AO 
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21. power check: must equal 
22. or Vgg, prints out if is given in the input or 
prints out if is given in the input 
23.  a-B 
24. 6—Ci 
25. E 
qa 
26. K 
27.  
28. K 
29.  K 
30.  K,  
4 
31. K 
32.  K,  
0 
33. E, per unit constant voltage behind transient reactance, 
classical model with = V^|_0° 
34. 6, angle in degrees for number 33 
35. P_, power synchronizing coefficient 
35. unregulated synchronous torque 
regulated synchronous torque 
38.  
SR' 
- i l  
^nl' ^ nl 
39.  
~n3' ~n3 ^^^3^4/' 
41. C .. E . = (D/2)/(2HK.Un)^'^ 
'ni 'n-L i Û 
42. S 4 . = (3/2)/[2H(K,-K^K_/Kc)u?) 
vi^ L nz. _L z. _/ w  ^
43. C_ O ,  C_ O  = (D/2)/[2H(KT-K_KiK iiv iL^   ^ Z 4 O 
i l / 2  
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44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
Wxl' "xl 
W x 2 '  W x 2  
^xl' ^ xl 
'^xZ' ^ x2 
(KeKE/Tdo^E) 
1/2 
r( l+K3KsKc)/(K3T^oTc)]  1/2 
(T^+KsT^Q)/ 
(t^ +K^ T^ q) / (^ x2^ 3^ dO'''E^  
K , maximum value for K or system goes unstable 
max e ° 
K__._, minimum value for or system goes unstable 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
A, 
61. 
62. 
63 .  
A /. 
S°! 
J  y  .  •-!, 
I 
OU . M. 
0 1 
ù. i 
These are the coefficients for the unregulated 
characteristic polynomial 
3 2 
a ~ •"•2'^  ""^ 1^  "'O 
This is the first column of the Routh criterion array 
for the unregulated case 
A_ I These are the coefficients for the regulated 
I nnATACceristic DOjLvnomiax 
"2 I 
+ A + A S + Ag = 0 
inis is cne rirsc column or tne Kou'ca criterion array 
for the regulated case 
z: = I 
1 
rxricij-j-v, cné lor cric aZiu CÛ.533 
sncvr., 
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In order to run this program the following data cards must be prepared: 
1. The first data card contains only one integer number. This 
number is the number of cases to be run and should contain 
no decimal point. It can appear anywhere on the card. 
2. The second card contains uhe heading for the 1st case. 
Everything punched on this card from Col. 2 through Col. 71 
will be shown on the printout as the heading for the first 
case. 
3. The third data card (or cards) contains the 1^ input real 
numbers as described earlier. You can start anywhere on 
the card but each number must contain a decimal point. The 
numbers must be in the proper order and be separated by 
commas. You can use as many cards as you need to show all 
16 numbers. 
4. For the second case repeat steps 2 and 3 and do the same 
for each succeeding case. 
A listing of the program follows: 
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I  D I  M E N S I U N  
^  1 = 0  
.1 D&AU.J 
<. p&A0a% 
b  , < E  4 3 . X ( 1  X ( j ) , X ( 4 ) , X ( u ) . X ( & ) , X ( 7 ) , X ( M ] . * ( V ) . X ( l O ) . X ( l W . % ( i ?  
X ) . X ( I J ) . X ( I 4 ) . X ( l b ) , X ( l l O )  
C  I  =  I  •  I  
7  X ( 2 ) = X ( Z ) / 3 b 0 . * G . J 3 j l d b j O 7  
H  X (  I  2  0  >  - X  (  I  b )  
Î 0  J 4  X ( l l l ) - X ( l l l ) * # 2  
M  x ( i i j ) = b a w T ( x ( y ) * » 2 » x ( 9 ) * « 2 i  
i  j  x ( l l j )  =  a r 6 n z ( x ( ^ u . < ( 8 ) )  
1 3  X ( l l 4 ) = - X ( t ) / X ( 1 6 )  
I  4  X ( l l O ) = X ( l l V ) » X ( l l 2 )  
i ' )  X {  I  I  6  ) = X  (  1  M  }  - X  (  2  :  
l o  x (  I  I  ^ c  C U b t  x (  1  1 O ) )  )  « X (  I  I b )  
t / A ; i i cj i - Â c I i ; ' .i ; : 1 : c i : 
I  U  X ( l l V > = ( ( l ( 2 - * X ( l l ^ ) - X ( l M ) ) » » 2 - A . * ( X ( l l 7 ) * * 2 « - X { l l , i ) * * 2 ) J * * - 5 * - X ( l l  
X I ) - X { 1 l / ) # 2 . ) / 2 . ) # # . 5  
I V  X ( l b ) = X ( l l v »  
? 0  J b  X ( 1 6 ) = C U S ( X ( 2 J )  
c  :  x < i 7 ) . = x { : ) / x ( i 5 ) / x M 6 )  
^ 2  X ( l M .  ) = X ( 1 7 3 « X ( 1 6 )  
2 J  x (  W ) - - x ( l / ) # l S l N ( x ( 2 ) )  )  
x<2s>; = ArANUixcb^»x(id;*-x(6?«x«:9;;/{xî:5;tx.'.'i)txîis)-xî5)*xîi^))) 
X  )  .  
2  b  X (  2 1  J  - ( b l N ( x ( 2 0 ) ) ) * X ( l b ) # ( - l  • ) 
i t .  X (  2 2  i  =  ( b u k 7 ( 3 . J  i  # x ( 2 1 )  
z  r  X (  2 J  )  - ( C C s ( X ( 2 ' J M J » X ( l b >  
w '  c  x <  2 4  ;  = ( S v M r ( J . ) ) » x : 2 J )  
/ , X( 2-^ J =  - ( S l . v ( X { 2 u ) * - X ( 2 M  l « X ( I  /  3  
I  V X( 2 o  )  -x{ 2 Û J  / b . 2 5  U ' i S 3 0 7 * 3 o 0 .  
;  I  X  (  J /  ) = X C ?b J • ( SCir^T ( 3 . ) ) 
X (  2:) ) - ( C 0 < ^ ( X ( 2 a J » X ( 2 } M » X ( l / - J 
X( 2 ^  ) = A t 2:i ) • ( so.< r ( i .  n  
X  (  i O  )  - x i 2 3 i » x ( L , ) * x ( j b : - x : : ; »  X  Î  2 b  Î  
- * f 7 J J 
X ( 3  -  X  (  J  )  •  X  (  J  b  )  •  i  J U « '  ( 5  .  ) 1  • •  i  X  i  J  ;  
x t  J  J  )  = I I X ( 2:, ) #  (  bUH r ( 3 . ) ) )t.A( 3  1  J  )  • (  ,  
A. ; : -A(b) » X ( 2 j ) » ( - - > G t ' r ( J . )  )  
-  1) U M T  \  J« )  
X ( J 7 ) C X ( J ) - X ( 7 )  
'  I  j  u  }  -  A  \  J  ;  ^  =  X  ;  2  u  :  ^  ;  A  :  J  /  :  ?  (  (  X  (  c  :  -  X  <  7  }  )  /  (  '  x  (  j  7  > )  <  
, ) * x ( 2 ï ) ) / x (  3 0 j - x i i / ) » * 2 . * x ; 6 )  
X  X  I  3 1  1  
4  I  X  (  3 V  )  = ( X ( 3 2 ) » X { ^ 0 ] - X 1 3 .  
x (  ^  0  j  1 — b U M T #•>».» 
4  X.I 4  1  ]  t - ( A  T A N 2 (  X  C  y )  .  X (  d ;  
X  i 4 2  ;  1  - - X  (  0  )  # x  I  I  / "  )  
X'. • »  2  ;  ! = X ( 2 > • CO -J ( X ( 4 1 ) ) 
x C  M  4  3 - X C 4 j J * J l N ( X ( 4 l ) )  
X  (  -»b : 1  =  X  I  4  3 )  ' A i  i b )  
b  » ;  X  (  : ) ^ ^ U W r ( X ( 4 b ) * # ^ » X (  
J  :  X  C  4  r  ) = . A f 4 N 2 ( X i 4 « .  )  .  <  (  4  b  
X  (  : ) - 3 O 0 . / ' .  . 2 t J J l i b . 1 J A  
X (  4  J  ) = X C 4 / ) * X ( 4 0 )  
-.4 Ki. D O  > - x î 2 û J - x ( 4 7 ;  
b b  X (  3  I  1  = x (  5 J  )  * X (  4 t j ;  
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bo X(t>2) = lX(J)-ACa) 
t > 7  x c ^ 3 )  =  i , / ( ( x ( S ) * A ( > ) ) » l x ( A ) + x c y > ) f x i d ) » * 2 )  
5î3 Xf64)z((S:N(xr,J)j)#x(8j*(Xl4)fX(^))»(COS(x(50)))l#x(b?) 
5v x(S5) = ((l:iI.w(X(30)J)*(x(b)«-x(9))-X(b)*lCOi>(x(t)OJ)3)*(A.(b)-x(4J)»x( 
X 2 d )  • X C b - »  )  )  # X (  5  J  )  # X (  4 C )  
6C x(ù6)-({(xrj)*x(v;)*#.^»x(d}**2)«x(20j#'x(52)#x(ô))#x(bj) 
OÎ X(5r)=.l./(((x.(J)-A.(4)l#(X(5)*X(9)))#X(bl)*l.) 
X Î * 5 l ) = ( ( b l N ( < ( b i J ) ) ) » ( X ( S ) * X < < 5 ) ) - ( C O S ( X ( 5 0 ) ) ) » X ( i J ) ) * ( X ( i ï - X { 4 ) ) » X ( S  
X J ) • A ( •* •> ) 
O-J X(-jV) = C((vlN{X(bO)))*lX(b)*-X<9)))»C-l-)*'(C.US(X(t»0)))»XCrt)J»X(5J)*X 
X ( 40 ] «x I ) *x ( 2 n/x ( : 0 ) 
64 X(o3) = (((UlfXA(5U)):»X(a)*(COUlX(bO)))*(X(^)»X(v)))#X(t^J)#X(4o;#X( 
X  5 )  # K  (  2  I > / X ( l ' â ) ) * ( - l . ) * - X ( 5 y )  
6 b  X { 6 1  )  =  (  (  (  ) # x ( 4 ) # x ( 5 j ) ) # ( - l . ) M . ) * x ( 2 j j / x (  i b J  ) - x ( 2 l  ) » X ( 5 J  
X)»XI b ) # X ( >)/x( itaJ 
o6 X ; c,: : = x : L:; : - : jc :-y ( k ! 
6 7 X{o3)-X(^)fX(^J 
6e x(^j4) = i;u'^r(x(f\)*»2*'xi<»3)»»2) 
6 9 X(oO)=ArAN^(x(o3 } .X I 6) > 
r e  X . (  O t >  )  =  X I  C i ) j )  * •  K l  C j p  }  
r\ X(6/)-X(U<*)*X( 17) 
7<i X( 6(j) = x( u/";#! LJ1,(A( Ob) ) ) »X(46) 
7.1 X( 6-> ) = X ( 6 7" J • L Ur N ( X ( o6J J 3 
7S X(7l)=ATANj(X(6^y).<(6rt)) 
r b  X(72)=A(7I)«<:^3) 
7 7  X ( . ' J ) - ( ( l M N t X ( r i J ) ) » X l 6 ) » { C 0 i > ( X ( 7 l ) ) ) * ( X ( ^ ) « - X ( > ) ) ) » X ( a o ) * X ( / 0 n / (  
x x ( » ) » * . ? » ( A ( ' < ) * - x ; - * ) ) * » 2 )  
7 d x ; / '•* ) - X I bb Î - X 'i t> ) • X ( b 7 J • X ( 5b » 
79 X[7b)-X<b-J)-x('>J)*X{OÛ)/X(Ol) 
HO X ( /t* )-O J . «o . jnj i ;jb JO 7 
CJ I XI 77 ) ^X ( I J ) • J . 
t3 2 ÎK ( X I bb ) ) :>0 , bO . b I 
a  2  50 X ( / rj / - 0 . 
5 H X ( s 1 i - C . 
ri6 L I xi/o}-(*('^*3i«A^/oî/Ai'7j)»».b 
a? x(ilJ=(l./(xC7rt)»2»»x(7/MJ*X(li) 
iîîJ S J I K ( < ( / - ' < ) "3 ) , "j ) , 3 4 
a •* -J J A I ^ , 
9 1 GU T , r>'> 
^ c L,4 ; X : : S X Î .'o Î / X 77 Î i •? * - b 
9J xi3.:j-(l-/CXl^'i}»2,*X<77)))»X(M> 
bb I I- ( X ( /4 > ) b o . Çj . b 7 
S G X ( } U - O • 
V 7 Tu b^, 
< y «  7  < < - l ' J ) - ( * ( / 4 j » X ( 7 6 ) / X ( 7 7 j ) * » . 5  
«y9 x( ;j) = ( I ./(xi^j)*^.#x(77) ) ]*x( :i ) 
ijo i>o i ^ i'À . L,v. bV . b:; 
lUl •"»'/ 
I  0  /  A  i  U »  /  -  J  •  
I 0 J VrfO T Ll f, 1 
104 f)0 ACi'i) = '. X{oJ)»X(l2J/XtIJ)/X(l4))*».-^ 
l u ' j  A : - i o : - ; x ( ; j : * - x c b / ; » x c i 4 ) ) / ( x ( w i » ^ . * A ( ' D 7 ) » x ( i 4 ) # x ( i 3 ) J  
I Ou oi X ; c-> ; - c ; x; 6 : : » X c 5 • X ( b 7 ) ••'. • ) /'( 1.7 ) / x( I 4 )/X ( Î J J > 
I 0 ; t F ( X  V Mb ) ) o2.02 ,o.* 
I J o o J X ; ii'i ; ^ 0 . 
1  0  ;  X  (  o  7  )  -  0  .  
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I I 0 
I I I 
I 1 J 
1 I J 
% 1 4 
I I 'î 
I  I  7  
1 I O 
I IV 
I J O  
I  J  I  
GO To 6 4 
J X( dS)-X(8S)• • .b 
X{ )=( X( iJJ »X(b7)#X(14) )/(X(ob)*2-*X(57)*X( 14)«X( 1J)> 
• X(rtd) = (l./X(lJ))*^(l./X(S7)/X(l4n#-XUl)/X(77) 
XCci9) = C(-XCi:))*x(oO)»X(l4))*-X(S.M)*XCon)/X(bd)/X(l4)/X{l3) 
x(^rf;)i<(-x(ôo)*x(u:J)/x(a6)/x<i4)*x(L>b)J*x(7/, )/x(77)*-i./x(lJ)*»2)/x 
X ( 6 y ) 
X(vJ) = (:./(X(bh)*X((;I!-X(S5;'X(uO!!:#(T. (5o)^X(b:j>-X!55)/X<57)} 
X( yj)-(l./x(i^)/xi IH>)+Xill)/X(7;) 
J=X( 7o)*X(:.0)/X( /; )*X( I I )/X( / 71/X(57»/Xl lA) 
X( A('j>J-A('jO)»X(b7)^X(bM) )»X( ro ] /X ( 7 7 > /X ( 5 7 )/X( 14) 
X( S»t) )- I -
X(VHJ-X(VW)-X(vO)/*.(ViJ 
x((^'): = ;(x(i2)»x;b,')»x(6:)4'i.j/x(u7)/x(ij)/x(i4)#"x(5b;»x( 76)/x(77)*-
X ( l./X( ./X<-_.7)/X( 14) ) )$X( : I )/X( 7  7 }  )  
I  , i A  
I 2 3 
I J O  
I 2 7 
1 2 0  
I  J O  
I  J I  
: - J 
4 4 
X  7 7 )  )  ^ X I  
X(10 1)-
X( 1 0 2 ) -
X (7o) /X c 
X ( : 0 3 » = 
X C I 0 A ) ^ 
X(2 ) -X C2 
PSîr, :L'O 
Pu IN T Jy 
Pk l\{'d7 
: l)/Xl 7 / ) /X( IA)/X( 1 J) *( l./X(b7)*-X(l2)#X(ol)) 
t X I oO ) • X ( : 4.' > / X ( bd ) • I • ) »x ( bo ) • X ( brt ) / X ( I 4 ) / x{ IJ > (l(X(b7)«X(OlJ»X(l2)+-l.}«XlSb)/X(b7)/X(l4)/XClJ)>-X(l0l))»X 
r 7 ) 
A ( v v ) - X ( 1 o j ) / x ( a a )  
( x( I0j;*x{ I JO)-X<00)»X< 102) )/x(103J 
 ) » J ^ 0 . / O - 2 - J  3 1 3 3 3 0 /  
• .  J  2  p k i n t ; ,  , x (  M  •  X  (  W  Î  .  , X ( 5 3 )  • x r ) * »  >  
1  J  J  P m *  I N T  J ,  ,  X  (  J  )  •  X  I  I  J } .  . X ( b b )  • X  (  g  b  1  
:  3  4  I N  r  J  .  .  X  (  3  J  .  X  i  I V ) .  X ( b o  )  • X  I  V O  )  
1 3 b  P » <  : N  7  4  .  ,  X  1  ^  }  .  X  (  1 0 )  .  X C  b 7 )  • x c y 3 )  
1  P R  I N  r s ,  .  X  »  b  )  .  X  (  / o  )  .  X  (  5 f l  )  • x (  ; o  )  
I  3  7  p w  I N  r o ,  .  X  (  0  )  .  X  (  ?  I  J  .  X  ( 0 0  )  • x c ^ b  3  
I  3 3  p . ^  I N  r  7 ,  ,  X  (  f  )  .  <  I  3 2  )  .  X (  0 1  )  , X (  M  J  )  
I  J S l  P «  I N T - i ,  .  X  (  ( i  )  .  X  {  3  3  )  .  X  {  7 0  )  • X  C  v V  )  
I  4 0  P ^  I N  T ' ,  »  A  <  • /  )  • <• [ J  " *  )  .  &  L  7 2  J  • X ( i O J )  
Jrt I N r 1 I 
P w I N  T  ;  J  
I N  T  :  J  
.X( 11 ) . X ( .! / j .X(7A).X('yO) 
. A ( : J ) , X ( .?•'. ) , x( 75 ) . X ( tuu 
. X : 3 Î . X 2 , ) . x( 7a : . x ( io J : 
Jo IN r Jo.X c: I 0 ).A(J : ) ,x(00).x(:j2 ) 
3 7 PW IN rI s.X( lSj,X( 1 I ) .X(uO).X( 102) 
. 5 ^ /  r ' u  I  N  :  •  o  .  X  (  )  J  >  ,  <  (  t :  :  ;  
P ^ J  1 . N  :  I  » ;  ,  *  I  . U  )  
''<•» 1 N r 1 > , A ; JL. ) , * I ; 
i  : >  o  
!  • >  r  
r"'/ : N r/ : . ' t iv 
AO P'M N J . A ( 1 , A ( .) / ) 
! O J 
t <*) A 
-4 1 -"H I N T / / . .X ( 4.^ , ) . X ( » 
A J 1, » c » . X c •/ : ) 
I N T / , A l ') w , X ( , / ) 
''w : N ^ > i •. J ) . A I > i Î 
: Hu ,('« A I ( ' '^C=*,F-Î I. (>,l3X,M.*,4X.'lA=*,t-ll.6. VX,'26," 
X . 4 X .  • / .  ; =  » À »  '  b  ;  .  *  * 4 X * * A i  —  * , » -  j  ] w '> ) 
2 JX.'HhI-»,f-ll. f, ,ibX, •2.",4X,m;^-«.F11,6»VX. *27. 
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I6b 3 FflJ<MAT(*0*.4X.*J.*.«X.*X0=*.Fll,O.lSX,*J.«,4X,*iX=*.FM«tï.9A»*2b,* 
X , 4X , 'K2 = ' ,h l^.o.VX.'SJ.* .4X, ' 53=' $F I l.r>) 
lOO 4 Fu.VMAri*0'.4X.'^,*.3X,*xûl=*,Fll.0.lSx,*i.*.Ax,*Pr-*,l-ii,û,'rfX.*29* 
X • . 4X , * K3 - ' , F : J.o , VX , •54.* ,AX , * 5>2 - * .PI 1 .C, ) 
lo7 b t-ÙKMAT{*0*.'»X,*t>«*.4X.*XQ=«.Kll.o.l5X.*0.*.JX.*0-H-*.Fll-6.9X.*30» 
X' , 4X . ' K4 . F I 2 .fj . VX , ' ' .AX , ' S I - * , F I l.oJ 
loo o F0HMAT(*0*.4X.»o-*.t>x.*K=*.rIl.6.lbX,*o,*.*X,*va-*.J-ll-6«9X.*3l«'. 
X4X # 'KSz * ,hl2.0,^X.'LO.*.4X, «SÛ^'.h \ l.O) 
1ÙV 7 FJKMAT{*0'#4X.*7»',4X.*XL-*.FJI.O.ISX,*/,*,1X,*SK3VU=*,F11,6»VX,*3 
X2.'.4X.*K6-*.F12.0.0*,*^7.*.4X.*A3=*.Fll.t)) 
I 70 d FUk(^AT('0'.4X.'U.',4X.'.^F-'.Fll.6.15X.'M.'.4X,'VU-'.Fll.O.S'X.'33.' 
X,OX.'e=* .Fl/.O.yX.'Su.' .4*.'A2 = * .F\l.o) 
l/l 9 F0A<s4AM'U',4K.'v.',4x.'XL-'.K1l.(,,lbX.'v.',IX,':,W3Vu-'.F11.6.9X.'3 
X 4 .  '  , 5 x ,  '  U - '  , h  1 2 . 6 . V X  .  '  '  , 4 A . ' A l - ' . F l  %  .  A  )  
1/2 10 FU;<HATl'0*.^*.M0.*.bx.*l.= '.i-ll«C>.l4X,MJ.*.4X.'lLJ=*.Hl.6,S>X.*35-
X* t4X.*Pb = * . r I ? . u , V X . «00. • . 4 X , •A0 = * .t" 1 I .OJ 
173 II f-UKMAT<'U'.'5X.'ll«'.t)X,T.-',t-lt,6.14X.Ml.*.lX.*bK3I0~*,Fll,6.«3X,* 
x3o,' . 3X. • T :,U= ' ,h 12.U. vx. «ol . • .4X , ' S4 = « ,f l l.-M 
I 74 1 2 FO;^MAT(' U' .jX.' :2.' .4X.,'KC-' ,F1 1.0,1«»X,' 12. '.4X. 'I0=*,Fli.6.9X»'37 
X  .  *  , J X ,  M  5 r < -  '  .  ^  1 2 . 6 . ^ X , '  f > 2 «  •  • A X , * S 3  =  *  . H  I  I  .  u  )  
1 7 5  1 3  F u x M A r { * 0 * » J X . M 3 . * . a x , ' r i _ - ' . H : i - f c . l H X . * t 3 . ' » l X . * b « J I g - * « F j l . 6 . ' i X «  
X'3y.'.3X,'.'^l-'.Fl2.C).;x.'u3.'.4X,*S2-*,rll.o) 
:7o 14 F0f<MAT(*0'»3X,M4.*.JX.«:u)0-*.ril.C.l4X,M4.*.t,X.'t=*,Fll.6.9X,*39 
X«« .3X,*»NJ = *,FI2»o»vX,*&A.' .4X,*Si = *,Fll.o) 
177 15 FaK«Ar{*0'..5X,Mb.'.4X.*VA-«.PM.o.l4X,Mt>«*,lX,*SR3lF-*.Fll«C>.VX. 
X*40.*.3x.*-N3-'.l-J.'.f../X.*oS.',^X.*SO=«.Fii.6) 
l/d 3 M F0HMAr('U*.JX.M*j.'.4X,'Vl=*.Fl'. .O.I^X,Mb.'.lX,*bM3I»- = *.Fll.O.S'X, 
X*40. ' . J K . j- ' ,f Ui.o. ; \ ' ,ax.*SO-* .F l 1-oJ 
] 7 V lo r0wv4AT(*0'.jdX.Mo. ' , - 4 X,**J-*.Ktl-6» V X.'4l,«,.JX. * Z N l-*,F12. Ô )  
: 7 Fc^-^ATt' C , jcx,' 1/,' ,FI I .C>. /X, '..lx.'ZN2=' .M2.b) 
I -Si :M KU'VYATt ' 0' . )ux. ' ' .4X, .H I 1.6.MX. '4j. ' . jX.'Z\J = ' ,F12.0) 
I JI/ ' J .;m A r I • 0 • , jx . • >.1. • , 3x . • • A J = • , F 1 I .o , X • • -i 4 . • , jx. • w X I - • ,}- 1 2 • o i 
!(JJ .1 't F c uv, A T ( ' 0 ' . \ J < . * 2 0 . ' .ax.'«r = l.O.'^X.'Ab.* .Jx.«-<2-=* .Fl2-o) 
: 4 c / I Fu:vMAr(*o*.j-iA.*2i.*,^'A,*'JCj-'K = *,r:i.t).>x»'-ic>.'.jx,'zxi = *.Fi2«oj 
r . , . y u A r t » n « . i M * .  7  X . *  v i - i * « K l l . t » . ' ; x , * 4 7 , * , j x » ' Z X < : - * . F l 2 » o i  
\r / .• \ k A r ( * G ' , i 'JX , • 2 J . • , JA , • A - ;3 - • . F : I .O , '.IX , • H rj . •  ,  J X  ,  •  A X  = • .F 12 .O I 
in hu,,# AT L ' c * . - .Fll.ù.vx. ,2 X , ' 1N=' .Fl2 .O) 
!i;v J:. 'Ù' . '^ 3. '.3X, 'hOA = *,Fj j ,6. VX, *=,U. ' ,4X,'A2 = ' ,F 12.c) 
:  V  U  2f, F u  W M  at ( • 1 • ,  O x  ,  •  L ) Y \ A M  I  c  S T A i U L I T Y  A N A L ^ ^ I j :  O N i _  M A C n l M t ;  A G A I N u I  A N  
X ISflNirt UU J J!"»'! AU J 
I'M j r  FUK-^ a t  c A 1 NP J r :*. i^vx ,• OUTPUT :« ) 
I J c.' 2 V F (J KM A T ( • 
X • ) 
I V J  l u  F a w «  A T  (  •  I  •  )  
: y A4 - J. 
A i i \ , 
: ""y t, A^ -X { S» J } 
: / A : .= X I V 4 ) 
1 '/•> N= i 
TOO I\T32 
?J 1 )r Fu KM A T ( • I • . • T HL tlCLNVALUcb h Ci Ti<£ UN W GUL A T i. J CASt AWL : " ) 
2  J  J  A 4 ^ l  .  
2 J 4 A 3 - X ( e cJ > 
r  :  L  A 2 - *  (  )  
/  ' I t ,  A l i X ( l J C )  
r : ; /. : : ^ : 1 2  2.» 
134 
2 0 8  
210 J3 FUH^ AT TMC cUSNVALUtS FOW THE WEuULATED CASE ARE:') 
211 CALL siAAM(A4.Aj,A2.41.A0.N) 
2 1 2  I F  ( J - I )  J  1 , 3  1 , 2 d  
2 1  J  " J  I  P K  I N  T  J O  
2 1 4 srjr» 
? l t  d N O  
216 CO^^LLX FUNCTION F»l6(I.X,rCT.S.AA,Aj,A2fAl.A0) 
21f CU*^LEX*lO K.FCr.S(lO) 
21 PC T=A4*X**4*A2#% ##3fA2«X*$2 + Al *X+AO 
2 I S F-FCr 
22 0 If(I.LO.1)WdTUPN 
22 1 1=1-1 
2:2 3'J  ^ I : 1 
22 J t> FzF/l x-b C K ) ) 
224 I = I I 
22b Kb TU.<N 
22iS ENÛ 
22 7 SUJ^UJTINt ^(AAM( A4,Aj,A2.Al .AQ.N) 
22(3 EX Tc KNAL F 
22S. CC^ PLEX* 1 6 FCT.X.b( 10) ,H( tOJ) 
2J0 Call WUOQi'**«I«X«FCr»S»t'C3»^»A<i»«A3»A2»Al»AO) 
2J I IF(s.lT. I)GO TJ a 
2J2 00 I I- I .N 
233 I pa IN T 7,S( I ) 
2J«k 7 FOk^AT(»0*.2F17.7) 
?Jb iO TO g 
2 3c 8 PRlNfl I 
2 j / II FOULAT (•-••• F Ali_cO TO CUNVckGC IN 100 I TFWA T ICNS ' ) 
? Jri P.-i ! N T I 2 # S 
INT 1 2, k 
24') 12 F AT • 0* • t>X .FV .o . bX . F V .o ) 
1  w F  T U W N  
—  d  c N3 
24 j S'JdkUU T I NC mHUU ( N . I , X , I-C r , s » • . « . A4 B A J . A2 . A 1 , AO 5 
24.» ''-1 10 J) — 
•=>0! , et» A , Cf; A . F . CDS J.) T ,Yl .Y?.Y1,Y4.YQ.S( 10) .FCT 
24-J »h:AL*t> CUAUJ 
2 - c, - i 
2-7 DO I  0 I  - I  .  N 
? A l; J •= 1 
w(j«-;)•=(-:..-2.) 
W(J*2)-=(2-.1.) 
M  A  =  r ;  (  J  )  
W O  =  k  (  J * -  I  }  
2 .M 4C-^^ ( j#'2 } 
: S ' ,  X r K A  
,v.c 'rO = f-(!.X,hCT.S,A4,AJ.A^ .A'. ,A0) 
2u I X = r<t3 
2'.J >'l-'-(î,X.t-CT.S«A4.AJ.A^ .Al.A01 
2*».! x-rtC 
135 
2ù4 Y2 = f^ ( I , X,hCT.:S,A4«A3»A2,Al ,A0) 
2ûb F A  =M/(Mh-w A ) 
26o GA=(l.*2.»f A)*(Y2*Yl)-(<PA**2)*(Yl-Y0)) 
2o? AA = -2. •Y2* ( l • «-F A ) 
'U=CL>i>UHT(ÙA«*2-».*y2»(l»*FA)*/A»{Y2-Yl-FA*[Yl-Y0) 
2ft«> C l A = JA*LJA 
2/0 C 3 A =  Ô A - T A  A  
2 7 1  If- ( COAdS < C3 A) . G£ .C0AÔS(C1 A î )GU TO 2 
2 7 2  C5A= C LA* C A  
2/1 GU ro 3 
2/ 4  2 CbA=CJAfGA 
2 /'-I 3  Ct>A = AA/C SA 
27rj M = I4* Cc>A 
27 / ft(J*j)=NC*M 
2 / M «u = w ( J «-3 ) 
2 7<> x = »^o 
2 M 0  Y3 = F( 1 .X.FCr,b.A4,A3.A2.Al .AO) 
2 h 1 1-CO ABS{f<C-KÛ J/CDAMS(MC ) 
2 d 2  IF(T.L T.1.E-7)GU TU 4 
2 U  J  IF ( COAnt>( Y  3 ) .LT . l .F!-7)GU TU 4 
2M4 1 F{J.cr.l00)R£TURNl 
2'3'J J ' J *  l  
2*Jo GO TO l 
?>\ 7 4  S(<1=kU 
2  t 0 K=K* l 
?fî Q wt ru» < N  
^'.0 6.NL )  
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3,. 4-Machipe system 
The computer output for each of the four synchronous generators 
of the modified 11 bus WSCC system follows: 
137 
O  -  C  
in 3 Z. J"' 
~  C  Q  C  
( >  t  r .  A  M  i  c  
V  \ I ci; * «• : 4 - M A ( MI '.r ,r.V»U ITY A'.Al.YSIS: l)'" HACHl^r A.,A | NII •) f Ï T f 4 , r ( A s ( C A J I 
^ . 
1 . 
4 . 
5 . 
f, . 
r. 
n. 
' i .  
1  0 .  
I ) , 
\ ?. 
I 3 . 
1 4 . 
I S . 
Pu -
f'M I ~-
K 0 ~  
:<o t -
KO: 
U! 
0 . ti '>oon 0 
I 2 . va i f0 
0. rt >>'>no 0 
0 , 1 1  • h X O O  
0 . no v>ou 
o .0 0 îciJ o 
o, v) *> .' » o a 
0 .')<» r  r f  n  
0 . 3 4 'u ^  ; 
6. *0 )')0 0 
0 . JOJ.) DO 
Kf : i 00 . joa )oo 
Tt : 1 .0 0001)0 
6.00001/0 
1 ,  0  3  ) 0 0  0  
t) : 
r o 0 : 
V A : 
uu rru( : 
I , I A -
i? . I fi ^  
J . IX -
a  •  i ' f  -
). o - n -
,5 . VI)-
-1. VO-
• )  .  i l M V ' J -
10. I 
l > . \ H)-
l . I Q ~  
13. sn no-
! 4 . r. -
15. snnr = 
16. P D =  
17. « Al) = 
10. •0 = 
1 . * Au -
2  0 ,  *  P  -
/  l  .  T ' C H K  =  
VI = 
/3. A 
<ÎA. O-A-
T'JAR 
0.051030 
0  , 0 2  
- 0 . 1 9  1 ? ^ ' )  
C . ) 7 4 A J 0 
:* I . j'oOLi^  o 
• (1. b;»nn i i 
- . V I -, )r,? 
( I .  A r MO » 4 
• 0 . ' W l <>'•> l 
-  I  .  0 2  4  / ' j O  
«). 6 I 17 19 
I . 0fï0t.p 7 
1 . %ono 4 '3 
2 . -J'JOOO'i 
1 , *><^ 0/H 4 
l . '3 7 4 »' 0 5 
0,91 SV')? 
0 . ')6 076 0 
». 713 69 7 l 
0. . ' M 9 7 V ' ;  
0.'/> 34? ; 
-  \  6 .  ) 9 f i 2  f  O  
4 4.036100 
1. .i>) o 
AN I NI Th •3'JS J P M  A  j r ,  7 . . J  
26. 
2 7. 
au. 
29, 
JO . 
31 . 
32 . 
J 3 . 
34 . 
JS . 
36. 
J 7. 
3t) . 
39 . 
40. 
4 1 . 
42 . 
4 3. 
44 . 
45 . 
4 A . 
4 7 . 
4 t) . 
4 9 . 
50 . 
Ki = 
K I = 
K2 = 
K J = 
K4 -
KL" 
Kt> = 
h-
u = 
P3-
T SU = 
T 'j>n = 
• NI = 
*N2 = 
#S3^ 
ZN l = 
ZN2 = 
ZN3 = 
W X I = 
«X2 = 
/ X J 
zx^ = 
KMA X = 
K M  I  N  =  
AJ = 
l . /4 79SS 
1 . 4 7Sd-'3 
I . / 4 I 9 3 i? 
0 . J 7')0 1.1 
. l .096 .19 0 
0 . l 2 :> l 6 3 
0.^91 ; 50 
1 ,OS?606 
2 2 . % M 9 7 j 
2.016^00 
0 . 7 'j 3 '3 0 
1 . I 6 M 2 ^ 7 
6.59?9t r 
5 . 0<.''w3 3 l 
4 . 7 U tî?2 
0 . 0 0 0  0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 ) 0 0 0  
0.000000 
3.396904 
J ,4 *>3 l 9H 
0 ^ 2 I ? I 4 ) T 
0 . 20-3 I 9f} 
-d39,2 26 0)0 
- J . 4 1 6 0 
0 .  4 ^ O -J L 'J 
bl . 
52 . 
53. 
04 . 
5S. 
5 6 . 
57. 
5« . 
59. 
OO . 
61 . 
6 2  .  
63. 
64. 
05 . 
43.466560 
9. 7 (3664 9 
1 . 0 0 0 ) 0  0  
0.440315 
21 .26^310 
9. 76f><>4'i 
I . 4 4 0 (3 l 5 
A 2- 55.4 39520 
Ai = 53.2531 70 
A0= 406.591700 
\ . 0 J O O O o 
1.440015 
A l-
A 0  =  
5 3" 
52-
3 ï -
S0 = 
A 3 = 
54 = 
53 = 
S2= I a.4 79000 
s 0 4 . 5 î l 7 0 •) 
VJ 
00 
Tut: f. I SENVAL'U 3 Fur. u^ L .. JL A f C J CASE. A,7^: 
-0.225A0fi3 J.OUOOOOO 
-0.10770^9 6 .5413354 l 
-0.10/70% *3 - J . 54') 35^ 2 
E l ".r NV AL.H: 5 Fufi T^ «L «rOui.ATEO CASH A4L : 
-0.54 1 J6 .10 2 . 9 % 4 (1 7 I 7 
-0 . 54 l 56^ 30 - 2 . 9 l 4o 71 7 
-0. l 7 J/L3S5 u . / ; ; 3 7 (j % 
-0.1 7MB» ^4 -r>.ry M7tj5 
JYUAMIC 
G&NEMA1 01* t M  ^-MACMÏNti 
5 r ALUL ( r Y ANALYSIS; our. *^ACntnc 
S Y S T E M .  H A S E  C A S E !  
INPUT: 
1. pr,= o.ofjoooo 
2. fiu= (G.9/0n^() 
J  .  X D =  1  •  3  I  2 S i ) 0  
4 .  > . D l =  O . l i M J O O  
5 . X <5 = I . '.i ? O 0 O 
6. n= 0.0000 0 0 
7  .  X L  -  0 , 0 / 4 2 0 0  
.  f i f  =  0  . O A ^ , ^  )  s  
V  .  X C =  0  .  2  2  f  V  
10. H= J.O1000 0 
II* I) - 0 . 0 0 0 0 C 0 
1 2 .  K C  =  I  0 0 . 0  0 0 0 0  0  
1 3 .  T  f :  - - -  I  .  0  0  0 0 0 0  
14. 10 0- Î.. ir^oooo 
1 [  .  V  A= 1  . 0  3 0 0 0  0  
ou rpuv; 
I  A = 
i n =  
I  X -
PI- -
O-D-
t. 
2 .  
J • 
4 • 
5 .  
6  .  
7  ,  
n. 
V. 
1 0. 
1 1 . SN 3 
0, fï40A63 
0 .  ( J 2 ' J 2 4  J  
- 0 .  1 5 9 2 2  J  
0 .  V O  i  0 9  1  
4U. I ' J 4 0 3 0  
V l ) =  - 0 .  t  6 4  I  9 0  
S i r W D "  - I I  5 0 4 2 4  
V O  -  0 ,  j  n / 2 3 6  
r>f^ ;v I, (6 IS J1 
f 0 - 0 . <iO 10'.>0 
1  I  . 1  2  ' j  I  0  
0 .  Î . 2 H 0 6 3  
0 01 4<, J 2 
1  . ( , 4 b 4 2  I  
2 .  1 0  I  S 0 3  
I . 16 33 30 
•  A O  =  I  .  ' J 4  7 5 6  3  
• 0 =  1 . I S 0 4 2 4  
*A(Î- I .O iP'itjO 
• I- = I  .  M  T i  t  1  
P C H K  -  0  .  3  > * > 9 9 9  
V  I  =  0  »  ' > ' j 6 o « 3  0  
A - n =  -II. Î < J 2 3 9 0  
U-A= Îi2 . 3 J 7"0 1 0 
t O A  =  1  .  & 0 9 6 ' ) 4  
1 2 .  I  : J  : :  
13. SP3I0" 
1 4 .  
15. sn3ir :: 
1 6 .  • { ) -
1 
10, 
1  V .  
20, 
2 I . 
22, 
2 3 ,  
2  4  .  
2 5 ,  
iiAlNSr A N  jN/iNITf iiUS JPH AUG 7  i i  
2 6 .  
27. 
2 0 .  
2 9 .  
3 0  «  
Jt • 
3 2  .  
3 3 .  
3 4  «  
3 5 .  
3 6 .  
^ 7 .  
3 3 ,  
3 9 .  
4 0  .  
4  1  .  
4 2  .  
4 3 .  
4 4  ,  
4  5  .  
4 6 .  
4 7 . 
4 0  .  
4  9  .  
5 0  .  
K I  =  
K l  =  
K2 = 
K 3  =  
K4 = 
K 5  =  
K 6  =  
E = 
0 = 
P S  =  
T  S U  =  
T S M  =  
W N I  =  
W N 2  =  
W N 3  =  
Z N I  =  
2N;^  = 
Z N 3  =  
• Xl = 
*X2 = 
Z X 1  =  
ZX2 = 
KMAX =-
KM |N = 
A2 = 
I . 5 2 1 9 5 9  
1  . 6 9 ' . 7  1  0  
I  : 9 9  1 4 1 6  
0 . 2 7 7 9 2 5  
1  . 0 9  1 5 5 2  
0 . 1 4  3 0 1 7  
0  . 5 2 6 5 4 0  
f . 0 6 9 3 9 4  
1 9 . 9 2  > 9 7 0  
2  .  2 9 : »  6 4 ?  
0 . 6 4  S 6 4 4  
1  .  I  5  » 2 6 5  
1 0 . 3 0  > 0 0 0  
0 , 5 0 1 9 7 /  
6  . 3 6 3 5 5 3  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 .000000 
2.9^7900 
3 . 0 9 0  3  7 0  
0 . 2 6 9 3 9 6  
0.260620 
2  5  4  9 . 5 2 6 0 0 0  
- 3 . 0 2 5 1 2 4 3  
0 .6 I 0001 
5 1  ,  
5 2 .  
5 3 .  
5 4 .  
!>5 • 
5 6  .  
5 7 .  
5 0 .  
; i 9 .  
61 • 
62. 
6 3 .  
6 4  .  
6 5  .  
A I -
A 0  =  
S  3  =  
5 2  =  
51 = 
5 0  =  
A 3  =  
A  2 =  
A I = 
A 0  =  
54 = 
5 3  =  
S 2 -
b I  =  
S O -
I  0 6  .  X  9 0 ' )  0  0  
2 4 . 7 3  7 5 0 0  
I  . o o o o o o  
0 .6 I 0001 
6 5 . 6 9 5 / 7 0  
2 4 . 7 3 7 5 0 0  
1  « 6  1 0 ( 3 8 1  
1 1 5 . 7 4 0 9 0 0  
I  3 0 , 9 2 0  0 0 0  
6  7 0 . 9 2 0 1 0 0  
I  . O O O O O O  
I  . 6  1 0 9 0  1  
3 4  .4 6 3  7  1  0  
9 9 . 5 6 0 2 0 0  
6  7 0 . 9 2 0 ( 0 0  
H-» 
CO 
V.O 
T H E  E I C t N V A L U L S  F O R  T M L *  U N U L O J L  M E D  C A S E  A M E  :  
- 0 . 2 3 3 1 4 7 2  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- 0 .  I  0 0  0 6  7  0  I  0  .  2 9  0 0  / 4  * 3  
- 0 ,  1  H 0 8  6  6 0  - I  U , 2 9 J 6  7 4  9  
T M t £  E I G E N V A L U E S  F O U  T H C  l U . G U L A T e O  C A S E  A f K  :  
- 0 .  5 0  7 0 ( J ( > 0  2  , 4 0 9 3  9 4 0  
-0 , 50/(106 4 -.%4093V40 
-0.217^53/ 1^.4410)44 
- 0 . 2 1  7 5 5 3 5  - 1 0 . 4 4 1  f i  0 4 4  
DYNAMIC 
GC Nf: R4 TUM #4 : A'-HACHiNC 
STAUILI TV ANAL Y S I SI 
SYSIHM. f»A5E CASE 
UNK MACHINE AGAINST AN INFINITE UUS JPM AUG 70 
6 .  
7  •  
0  .  
9. 
I  0 .  
1 I . 
1 2 • 
I J . 
I 4 . 
I S • 
PG= O.dSOOOO 
f»H I = II . a2 7400 
0of3<J50 00 
o. I 19 y 0 0 
0 «064500 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
KL= 0-05 i» 100 
HE = 0-00 13?J 
0 o ? 9 2 I 5> 5 
6.4 0000 0 
O - O O O O O O  
XD = 
XO I = 
X03 
n  =  
XE : 
H  =  
0 ^ 
KE- 100.000000 
T t = 
TOO -
VAs 
1 . 0 0 0 0 U 0 
6 - 0  0  0 0 0 0  
1oOJbOOO 
oui PUT : 
I • I A = 
2 .  
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6 ,  
7 . 
0 ,  
9. 
1 0 .  
1 I . 
1 2 .  
P E i  
O-tJ-
vo = 
S f O V O  :  
vo-
SfMVO = 
11) = 
sn  ^10 = 
I O: 
1 3 .  S f < 3 I O  =  
14. Es 
15. SHJIF-
• [)--1 6 .  
I 7 . 
to. 
1 9. 
2 0 .  
2 I . 
2? . 
23, 
24 , 
2 
•  A O  :  
#0 = 
• AO-
•  F  :  
P C M K  :  
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4. Equivalent 3- machine system 
After the system is reduced to three machines the Fortran 
program is applied as follows: 
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XIII. APPENDIX B 
A. Power Synchronizing Coefficients 
The power synchronizing coefficient, P of synchronous generator 
sij 
i relative to j is defined as the change in power output of i resulting 
from an incremental change in the relative rotor angle. This involves 
holding all other variables constant while allowing small changes in 
the relative rotor angle 5.. about a quiescent operating point 5_. 
where 5.. equals 6.-6.. The physical meaning is given in mathematical 
1 J 
terms as 
IJ 
"^ ijO 
The calculation of P .. is given by 
si] " 
P .. = E.E.(3.. cos 5..^ - G.. sin 5...) (13.1) 
SI] 1 ] 1] i]0 1] i]0 
where, 
P^j^j : per unit power/radian 
E^: per unit voltage behind transient reactance of generator i 
E^: per unit voltage behind transient reactance of generator j 
G^. . + jB..; an off diagonal term of the network short circuit 
admittance matrice Y, in per unit 
Equation 13.1 is derived in Chapter 3 of reference 38. 
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1. 4-Machine test system 
The data for solving Equation 13.1, for the 4-generator case are 
shown in Table 13.1. The results of the calculation, P are also 
si J 
shown in the table. 
Table 13.1. Power synchronizing 
WSCC system 
coefficients for the 4-machine 
V. 1 V. 
.1 'ii 'ij '^ ijO sij 
12 
21 
1.0775 
1.0526 
1.0526 
1.0775 
0.1537 
0.1637 
1.1208 
1.1208 
-9.6394' 
9.6394' 
1.2843 
1.2221 
13 
31 
1.0775 
1.0654 
1.0694 
1.0775 
0.1153 0.9269 -12.6056' 
1 ? ' 
1.0714 
1 m lA 
14 
41 
1.0775 
1.0602 
1.0602 
1.0775 
0.1002 
0.1002 
0.7705 
0.7705 
-11.5781 
11.5781 
0.8853 
0.8393 
23 
32 
1.0526 
1.0694 
1.0694 
1.0526 
0.0945 
0.0945 
0.7162 
0.7162 
-2.9662 
2.9662 
0.8106 
0.7996 
24 
42 
1.0526 
1.0602 
1.0602 
1.0526 
0.1280 
0.1280 
1.1311 
1.1311 
-1.9387 
1.9387 
1.2664 
1.2567 
34 
/, 
1.0694 1.0602 
1.OhQA 
0.0982 
0,0982 
0.8258 
0.8258 
1.0275 
-1.0275 
0.9341 
2. 3-Machine reduced test system 
The 3--generator reduced WSCC svstem is solved for P ... The 
Sij 
results and lata are shown in Table 13.2. 
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Table 13.2. Power synchronizing coefficients for the reduced 3-
machine WSCC system 
V. 
iii 
B. 
IJ i^.jO SI] 
12 
21 
1.0776 1.0564 
1 
0.2715 
n.?71S 
1.9005 
1.9005 
-10.6078 
10.6078 
2.1834 
2.0696 
13 
31 
1.0776 
1.0694 
1.0694 
1.0776 
0.1173 
0.1173 
0.9311 
0.9311 
-12,6054 
12.6054 
1.0766 
1.0176 
23 
32 
1.0564 
1.0694 
1.0694 
1.0564 
0.1891 
0.1891 
1.5396 
1.5396 
-1.9976 
1.9976 
1.7457 
1.7308 
B. Inertial Modal Frequencies with 
Classical Modelling 
With the generators modelled classically (38) the state space 
formulation for a linearized 4-generator system with no driving 
function is X = AX or 
in 14! 
I . r 
! ^24 
0 
10 
; I I 
'14! 
-Ci, -a 
!^24i 'r'^zi 
I . ! ! 
! -a, 
L'li L_ -
0 
0 
0 
12 
"22 
-a 
0 
0 
0 
13 
^23 
-a. 
u 
0 0 
u 
U U i 
0 0 Û 
! 5 
1 I 
24 
CJ 
n n I 
0 0 0 1 
14 
-24 
CO, 
(13.2) 
wnere macnine H IS usea as reierence. 
ifie equations ror tea constants snown in liquation 
derived using the method sho; -j-p t- 38. These 
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equations are shown below: 
a  P  + i ^ P  + i ^ p  
11 2H, sl4 2K, s41 2H ^sl2 2H, sl3 1 11
„ . p 
^12 2H. s42 2H, sl2 
^'iS 2H, s43 2H, sl3 
.  _ ^ P  . ^ p  
21 2H, s41 2H„ s21 4 z 
a = —^ P H — P 4—— p J—— p 
^22 2H^ ^s24 2H, s42 2H. ^ s21 2H_ ^s23 
2 4 2 2 (13.3) 
P - P 23 2n^ s43 211^ s23 
^31 " 2H7 ^ S41 ~ 2H7 ^ S31 4 i 
n = _5_ p 2_ p 
32 2H^ s42 2H s32 
a =;^P +^P +:^p +!Î?-P 
33 2H^ s34 2K, s43 2H_ s31 2H_ s32 
3 4 3 3 
rnr a 3-generator systezi the equations for finding the a 
constants are given in Chapter 3 of reference 38. 
X. 4-nacnine ii^at system 
Froz Equations 13.2 and 13.3 the "A" matrix for the 4-gansratc 
case is : 
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A = 
0 
0 
0 
-50.5618 
11.2754 
38.7395 
L. 
0 
0 
0 
-26,7727 
-134.1800 
13.0580 
0 
0 
0 
-19.0878 
-3.7569 
-199.6600 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
rhe inertial sdal frequencies are given by the eigenvalues of 
this "A" matrix and are shown below. The units are r/s. 
313 9196 
0 + j11.4408 
0 + j7.7302 
3-Machine reduced test system 
For the 3-generator reduced system the "A" matrix is 
To 0 1 o] 
I 
_ ! 
0 0 0 
I -89.7213 -90.9807 0 
j -33.2487 -164.5769 0 
and the eigenvalues in r/s are 
1 
0 
J  U  •  v l v k v  
17.7860 
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XIV. APPENDIX C 
A. Eigenvector Samples 
In case 10 che exciters for machines 2 and 4 have the followiag 
parameters : 
KA„ = 100 TA. = 2.15 KA, = 100 TA^ = 0.15 
z z 4 
Exciters 2 and 4 are combined into an equivalent exciter which is 
designated as exciter 2 in the reduced system. 
Taking the arithmetic average of the exciter gains and of the 
reciprocals of the exciter time constants yields 
KA_ = 100 TA = 0.2802 
The logarithmic average of the exciter gains and time constants 
yields 
KA^ = 100 TA_ = 0.5679 
Tprvlpc; 1 â. 1 rnTourn lâ.â snow the einenvêc LOi'S foi' C&Sc 10-
Table 14. ].. Ei^;en\'ect:ur:; of the cx(;jt:er matrix, 4-machine system, case 10 
Variable 
'ql 
'•q3 
'•<'l4 
KDl 
I' 
l'D2 
I' 
I'D 3 
'l'D4 
Eigenvalue (r/s) 
-•3.5267 I- ;)7.6387 -0,6416 + j3.1132 -0.7893 f j2.5194 -0.5870 + j 1.9682 
-0.0002 + i0.0001 -0.0175 + j0.0292 
-0.0006 + JO.0002 -0.0077 + j0.0124 
-0.0012 + j0.0001 0.0004 + j0.0546 
-0.0074 Ï i0.0189 0.0157 + j0.0189 
0.0085 + j0.0L06 0.8926 + jO.3525 
0.0109 + j0.0140 0.2294 + j0.1092 
0.0310 4- j0.0355 1.0000 + jO.O 
1.0000 -1- jO.O -0.3494 + jO.3394 
-0.0024 + jO.OllO 
-0.0079 T j0.0021 
-0.0024 T j0.0671 
0.0051 ± j0.0056 
-0.2343 j0.1134 
0.0388 T j0.0888 
1.0000 ± jO.O 
-0.0829 ± j0.1113 
-0.0019 + j0.0074 
0.0033 + j0.0854 
0.0148 ± j0.0376 
0.0006 + j0.0146 
-0.1251 + j0.0583 
1.0000 + jO.O 
-0.4302 + j0.2385 
-0.1840 + j0.0497 
M 
Ln 
Table 14.2. r:i;;en\'CCl:oni (mod(î 1) of the exciter matrix, reduced system, case 10 
Variable 
I : '  
IJ 
'V,3 
FDl 
].• 
'[•D2 
FD3 
Modal 
_ J{ediic1.;lon 
-0.0007 4 JO,0006 
-0.0055 4 j0.0:!.19 
-0.0032 + j0.0024 
0.0470 -t-" j0.02.68 
1.0000 t .jO.O 
0,1281 -t- j0.0(193 
Conventional reduction 
Arithmetic 
Eigenvalue (r/s) 
-1.9251 + jO.6532 
-0.0007 + :i 0.0006 
-0.0056 T- j0.0242 
-0.0034 + j0.0025 
0.0485 T- j0.0283 
1.0000 + jO 
0.1308 + j0.0724 
Logarithmic 
-1.0070 + 14.7767 
-0.0019 + j0.0031 
-0,0045 + j0.0342 
-0.0064 + j0.0123 
0,1485 + j0,0496 
1.0000 + jO 
0.3658 + j0.1014 Ln hO 
Table 14,3. EJ p,en\iectox"f: (modt; ?.) of the exciter matrix, reduced system, case 10 
Variable 
'v 
',',3 
')'D1 
)'D2 
3 
Moil a 1 
Koduclion 
Conventional reduction 
Arithmetic Logarithmic 
Eigenvalue (r/s) 
- 0 . 6 4 3 7 9 6 4 2  - 0 .  6 5 0 0 ± j 2 . 9725 -0.6491 ±12.9189 
-0.0061 H- j0. 0:164 
0.0031 H- J0.0174 
0.0251 "l- :|0.0:94 
1.0000 4- 10.0 
-0.327 6 ± 10.0726 
0.6958 + ) 0.41:01 
-0.0063 + j0.0366 
0.0038 + j0.0185 
0.0265 + j0.0382 
1.0000 ;l- jO 
-0.3489 -h j0.0816 
0,6709 -I- jO.4438 
-0.0064 + j0.0372 
0.0043 + j0.0235 
0.0278 + ,10.02 74 
1.0000 + jO 
-0.4313 + j0.0767 
0.4725 + j0.4518 
Eigenvectors (mode 3) of the exciter matrix, reduced system, case 10 
Modc'i 1 
Reduction 
Conventional reduction 
Arithmetic 
Eigenva1ue (r/s) 
-0.0041 + j0.0077 
0.0031 ± ,10.0059 
-0.0033 V JO.0677 
-0.1473 + JO.1372 
-0.0926 ± JO.0700 
1.0000 + JO.O 
-0.0044 + J 0.0082 
0.0032 + j0.0049 
-0.0033 f JO.0675 
-0.1569 + JO.1469 
-0.0775 + JO.0747 
1.0000 + JO 
Logarithmic 
-0.834^9 Y 12.5 ÎÔ3 -0.8307 + J 2.5172 -0.8469 + 12.5044 
-0.0044 + JO.0071 
0.0041 + JO.0068 
-0.0036 + JO.0679 
-0.1316 T- JO. 1394 
-0.1080 + JO.0824 
1.0000 + JO 
